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ABSTRACT 

Silicon Evanescent Lasers 

by 

Alexander Wei‐Liang Fang 

 

  Silicon photonics has seen much advancement  in recent years, driven by the 

potential  to  break  the  cost  barrier  of  optoelectronics  through  leveraging  the  low 

cost manufacturing  infrastructure of  the CMOS electronics  industry. Silicon Raman 

lasers  have  been  demonstrated,  but  an  electrically  pumped  laser made  of  pure 

silicon  has  yet  to  be  realized.  Hybrid  integration  approaches  that  consist  of  die 

bonding  prefabricated  compound  semiconductor  lasers  to  silicon waveguides  fall 

short  of  the  requirements  needed  for  high  volume  silicon  photonic  integration 

manufacturing due  to  the high precision alignment bonding  techniques,  leading  to 

large variations in coupling losses and scalability limitations. In this dissertation, we 

present the silicon evanescent  laser, an electrically pumped  laser architecture that 

consists of III‐V layers bonded to silicon waveguide optical cavities. The optical mode 

lies primarily  in the  low  loss silicon waveguide while obtaining optical gain through 

evanescent coupling  into the III‐V region. Since  lateral confinement  is controlled by 

the silicon waveguide  fabrication,  this self aligned process allows  for  thousands of 

lasers to be fabricated on a silicon die in a single bond step. Subsequent processing 

is  done  on  the  III‐V  but  can  be  conducted  using  standard  lithographic  based 
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processing  techniques.  We  have  demonstrated  electrically  pumped  Fabry‐Perot 

lasers,  racetrack  resonator  lasers  under  continuous  wave  and  mode  locked 

operation and distributed feedback (DFB) lasers utilizing this platform.    
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Chapter 1 - Introduction  

1.1 - Silicon Photonics  

Silicon is the material of choice for most applications in the world of electronics. 

People have spent decades perfecting the understanding of silicon and building up a 

fabrication infrastructure that is unsurpassed by any other semiconductor material 

system that allows for the high yield and high volume manufacturing of electronic 

systems.  In recent years, a lot of attention in optoelectronics has shifted from 

compound semiconductor based material systems to silicon.  

Optical communication systems are still predominantly put together on the 

component level, similar to electronic systems of the 1950s where resistors, 

capacitors, and transistors were soldered together individually. This keeps the cost 

of optical communication systems high, due to assembly and packaging costs. It also 

limits the scalability of the number of optical components within a system. As a 

result, optoelectronic systems have remained in markets that are high performance, 

and low volume, such as long haul wide area networks (WANs) and metro area 

networks (MANs) that connect cities digitally throughout the world, serving as the 

backbone of the internet, and telephone traffic where the cost of high bandwidth 

optical links can be justified. As our society moves further into the digital era, the 

demand for greater bandwidth drives the push for optical communication links in to 
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our homes. The supply for this demand can only happen if the cost barrier is broken, 

allowing for high volume deployment of optical links. The integration of components 

onto a single chip revolutionized electronics and the hope is to use integration as an 

enabler for a similar revolution in optoelectronics.  Silicon based photonics strives to 

further reduce the cost of photonic integrated circuits by utilizing the fabrication 

infrastructure of silicon CMOS electronics to realize high yield manufacturing while 

reducing the costs associated with running dedicated photonic fabrication lines.  

At first glance, silicon does not have much in its toolbox for optoelectronics. First of 

all, it is an indirect band gap semiconductor leading to inefficient band to band light 

emission. Secondly, the inversion symmetry of silicon’s crystal structure results in 

the absence of the linear electro-optic effect [1]. Thirdly, the bandgap of silicon is 

1.12 eV which corresponds to absorption of wavelengths of ~ 1.1 microns and 

shorter making it poor for light detection at the telecommunication wavelength 

windows at 1.3 microns and 1.55 microns [2]. Even with these properties stacked 

against it, the potential to leverage silicon’s high volume, low cost manufacturing 

infrastructure as a means to produce low cost photonic systems that can finally 

break the cost barrier of photonic systems has driven researchers to press on and 

has resulted in great strides in the field of silicon photonics. Low loss waveguides in 

silicon have been demonstrated with losses on the order of ~0.3 dB/cm (0.075 cm
-1

) 

[2]; over an order of magnitude improvement over their indium phosphide 

counterparts (~4 - 40 dB/cm, ~1 – 10 cm
-1

).  Silicon modulators have broken the 
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previous 20 MHz bandwidth limit with bandwidths of 30 GHz making them viable for 

high speed communication systems [4][5]. New ultra compact modulators utilizing 

ring resonators and pre-emphasized signals have shown modulation speeds of 18 

Gb/s while only occupying 12 x 12 µm
2
 allowing for dense integration [6]. High speed 

silicon germanium photodetectors have been demonstrated in the 1550 nm [7] and 

the 1310 nm regime with data rates of 40 Gb/s [8]. These developments have given 

silicon almost everything it needs in the photonic toolbox to be used as a platform 

for photonic integrated circuits. The only missing piece is and electrically pumped 

laser on silicon. 

1.2 - Silicon Photonic Integrated Circuit Laser Sources  

Although optically pumped silicon lasers have been demonstrated by utilizing 

stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in silicon waveguides, there is no clear path to 

realizing an electrically pumped laser out of pure silicon [9][10].     

Figure 1-1 illustrates a few methods for getting light onto a silicon photonic 

integrated circuit. The first approach involves using an off chip laser that is fiber 

coupled to the silicon chip (Figure 1-1a). Once the light is on the silicon, it can be 

modulated or detected via silicon modulators and detectors. Although Raman 

scattering can be used to achieve narrowband amplification (10 nm) via a high 

power pump laser [11], true broadband (~40 nm) amplification at is currently 

unavailable with this method. This method can be thought of as an optical power 
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supply. In order to minimize fabrication costs, v-grooves or other passive alignment 

techniques should be used in this approach to reduce packaging costs.  

The second approach is taking prefabricated compound semiconductor lasers and 

bump bonding them to silicon waveguides (Figure 1-1b). Since the waveguide in the 

laser and the waveguide of the silicon is defined prior to bonding, tight alignment (< 

micron) needs to be made during the bonding process to ensure efficient coupling.        

 
(a)                                                (b)                                                     (c) 

Figure 1-1 – Three methods to supply laser light to a photonic integrated circuit on silicon: 

(a) fiber coupling off chip lasers to silicon waveguides, (b) die attaching prefabricated III-V 

lasers, and (c) hybrid integration of III-V materials and silicon to form a hybrid laser. 

  

 

The third approach is to transfer thin crystalline films to the silicon, and process 

them with standard lithographic and etching processes to define the device 

structure (Figure 1-1c). This approach removes the high precision alignment step 

from the bonding step, and moves it to lithographic steps, allowing for high 

precision alignment with standard semiconductor fabrication tools.  
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Wada et al. first demonstrated a III-V Fabry-Perot laser, fabricated on a silicon wafer 

via direct wafer bonding [12]. The optical mode of this laser lies entirely in the III-V 

layers, 1.5 microns away from the bonded interface and would require special 

coupling schemes in order to integrate it with photonics imbedded in a layer on the 

silicon. Although, the silicon served only as a carrier medium, this demonstration 

shows that the quality of thin crystalline III-V materials transferred to silicon can be 

maintained to create electrically driven lasers on silicon.  

 

1.3 - Silicon Evanescent Device Concept   

The silicon evanescent waveguide structure also utilizes thin films crystalline III-V 

films transferred to silicon, but in this structure, the optical mode lies primarily in 

the silicon waveguide region and is evanescently coupled through the bonded 

interface and a thin InP layer in the III-V region to a set of quantum wells (Figure 1-

2). This allows for high coupling efficiency to other passive silicon devices; typically 

between -3 dB and -1 dB. Since the waveguide definition is done in the silicon 

region, the cavity is defined by processing on the silicon through the introduction of 

ring resonator topographies or the use of Bragg reflectors to create distributed 

feedback (DFB) or distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers. Although we focus 
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primarily on the development of lasers based on this platform, this structure is also 

useful for amplifiers [13], photodetectors [14], and modulators [15].  

 

Figure 1-2 – Silicon evanescent waveguide structure consisting of III-V active layers bonded 

to a silicon on insulator (SOI) waveguide.  

 

1.4 - This Dissertation   

This dissertation focuses on the development of the silicon evanescent device 

platform to realize electrically pumped lasers on silicon. Chapter 2 describes the 

modal properties of silicon evanescent device platform along with the fabrication of 

these devices. The demonstration of optically pumped Fabry Perot silicon 

evanescent lasers is presented at the end of this chapter as a proof of concept. 

Chapter 3 describes the development of the current injection scheme and the 

realization of electrically pumped Fabry Perot silicon evanescent lasers. This chapter 

includes two generations of devices with an analysis of the device thermal 

performance. Chapter 4 presents the design and demonstration of racetrack silicon 

evanescent lasers with integrated photodetectors in order to demonstrate lasers 

that do not rely on facet preparation and to illustrate the use of silicon patterning to 
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define the laser cavity. These lasers operate continuous wave and under mode 

locked operation. Distributed feedback silicon evanescent lasers are presented in 

Chapter 5 where the gratings are fabricated in the silicon waveguide to yield single 

wavelength outputs for wavelength division multiplexing applications. Chapter 6 

concludes this dissertation with a discussion on the future development of silicon 

evanescent lasers.      
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Chapter 2 - Silicon Evanescent Device Design, 

Fabrication, and Proof of Concept  

 

The silicon evanescent device structure consists of a III-V epitaxial active layer 

structure bonded to a silicon waveguide fabricated on a silicon on insulator (SOI) 

wafer. The optical mode lies primarily in the silicon waveguide region while part of 

the mode lies in the upper III-V region, as shown in Figure 2.1. The high modal 

overlap in the silicon region allows for efficient coupling into passive regions where 

the III-V layer is etched off, such as distributed feedback mirrors that may exist 

outside the gain region of the device, or other devices in a photonic integrated 

circuit that are composed entirely of silicon, such as modulators, multiplexers, etc. 

The close proximity of the III-V region, and in particular the quantum wells, to the 

silicon allows for efficient evanescently coupled gain. This chapter begins with a 

discussion on the design of this waveguide structure in the context of semiconductor 

lasers. Next, we describe the fabrication of the silicon evanescent lasers. This 

includes silicon waveguide processing, wafer bonding, and the processing of III-V 

materials after bonding. The chapter is concluded with a demonstration and brief 

analysis of optically pumped silicon evanescent lasers as a proof of concept of the 

device structure [1][2].     
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Figure 2.1 – Silicon evanescent device concept.  

2.1 – Silicon Evanescent Waveguide Design 

Several things are important when designing the waveguide for silicon evanescent 

lasers. First, we need to ensure that we have enough optical mode overlap with the 

active region to achieve sufficient optical gain for lasing. Second, we want to 

maximize the overlap in the silicon region such that the device can easily couple to 

non-hybrid regions that may help form the cavity, such as silicon gratings for 

distributed Bragg grating lasers, or other photonic devices on silicon. Finally, the 

waveguide design strongly affects the minimum bend radius a waveguide can 

undergo before bend loss becomes an issue. This factor is not important for linear 

lasers, but plays a large role in ring and racetrack lasers and will be discussed in 

Chapters 4 and 6. 

We define the optical mode overlap, or confinement factor, in a given region in the 

transverse plane (x,y) as [3]:
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(Eq - 2.1) 
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where E(x,y) is the electric field profile of the optical mode over the x-y plane. The 

confinement factor is a key design parameter for designing silicon evanescent lasers 

since it helps relate the amount of interaction the mode has with the gain material 

and helps give a ball park value for butt-coupling between hybrid and non-hybrid 

waveguide regions.  

The threshold modal gain condition states that the lasing threshold occurs where 

the round trip gain equals the round trip losses. These losses originate from 

absorption and scattering during propagation through the waveguide and light 

coupled out of the cavity at facets or output couplers. For linear cavity lasers, this 

condition is expressed [4]: 

(Eq - 2.2) ����� = Γ�	
��	� ������� = ���� + ��������� 

(Eq - 2.3)    = ���� + �
������� ln �

√�!�" 

where gth is the material gain at threshold, and ���� is the modal propagation loss. 

These values are on the order of 1000 cm
-1

 and 16 to 40 cm
-1

 for typical III-V lasers 

[5], respectively. The mirror loss, ���������, consists of the two facet reflectivities, r1 

and r2, and the cavity length, Lcavity. The facet reflectivity is roughly 0.53 (R = 0.3), 

between silicon and air based on Fresnel reflection [6]. The cavity length, Lcavity, is 
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designed to be ~ 800 µm long in order to keep the mirror loss below or equal to the 

modal loss. Substituting these values into Equation 2.2 and solving for Γ�	
��	� ����, 
we find that the confinement factor in the quantum well, Γ�	
��	� ����, should be at 

least 3% to achieve lasing. Although this condition is very rough, it gives us a good 

starting point on how to design these lasers. Ideally, there is an optimum design 

where confinement factors for the III-V and the silicon regions are decided to yield 

the desired lasing performance.  

The 1-D layer structure is shown in Figure 2-2 along with the index profile, and mode 

amplitude profile of this structure. The mode has two lobes, with the main lobe lying 

in the silicon waveguide region, and the small second lobe lying in the SCH and 

active region. A thin N-type InP region with low index lies between these two 

regions and is used in this structure for vertical carrier confinement and as a current 

injection layer for electrically pumped devices. It is kept thin enough, that efficient 

evanescent coupling between the active region and silicon region can be achieved 

while being thick enough that current can flow through this layer without adding a 

substantial amount of series resistance.  
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Figure 2.2 – A 1-D diagram of the layer structure with the refractive index and the 1-D mode 

amplitude profile. 

 

The waveguide has an upper waveguide cladding of P-type InP and a lower 

waveguide cladding of silicon dioxide. The silicon dioxide layer has an index of ~ 1.45 

and needs to be sufficiently thick enough to prevent the evanescent coupling of the 

optical mode in the waveguide layer to the substrate modes. In this work we use a 

minimum buried oxide (BOx) thickness of 1 µm, based on optical mode calculations 

of the evanescent field penetration depth, to maintain low loss.  
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Figure 2.3 – A Diagram of the layer structure with the addition of lateral confinement in the 

silicon region. The average index profile is shown to the right. 

 

Before diving into a full parameter scan of confinement factors with a mode solver, 

let’s develop a qualitative understanding of how to manipulate the mode in the 

vertical direction. It is well understood that the mode profile will occupy regions 

with higher index [7]. Without lateral confinement, the confinement factor over the 

silicon region, and the quantum well region is modified by altering the silicon 

waveguide height and the SCH thickness where taller silicon heights pull the mode 

into the silicon, or greater SCH thicknesses pull the mode into the III-V region. We 

use a silicon height of 700 nm and an SCH thickness of 500 nm for optically pumped 

devices and 250 nm for electrically pumped devices and throughout this thesis. This 

leads to confinements in the silicon region and quantum well region of about ~60-

45% and 3 - 8%, respectively. The remaining mode lies in the III-V region outside of 

the quantum wells. 
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Transverse optical confinement is achieved by etching a rib waveguide into the top 

silicon waveguide layer as shown in Figure 2.3. This leads to a reduction in the 

average lateral index as seen in the index profile vertical cross section (Figure 2.3). 

The strength of this reduction increases as rib waveguide width narrows. The 

narrower a waveguide is etched, the lower the average index in the silicon region, 

pushing the mode out to the III-V region.  

 
Figure 2.4 – Calculated mode profiles for fixed waveguide heights of 0.7 µm and rib etch 

depths of 0.5 µm. The waveguide width is varied from 1.0 µm to 3.0 µm to show the change 

in optical mode with waveguide width.   
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Figure 2.5 – (a) Silicon waveguide and (b) Multiple quantum well region confinement factors 

for an SCH thickness of 500nm and for various waveguide heights and waveguide widths.  

 

Figure 2.4 shows four calculated mode profiles with fixed waveguide heights and rib 

etch depths of 0.7 µm and 0.5 µm, respectively. The waveguide widths varied from 

1.0 µm to 3.0 µm. It can be seen that for the widest waveguide width, the mode lies 

primarily in the silicon region. As the waveguide width gets narrower, the mode is 

pushed into the III-V region. Since the III-V region lacks lateral confinement, the 

mode gets substantially wider. Figure 2.5 shows the calculated confinement factors 

for the silicon region and the quantum well regions as a function of waveguide width 

and height. Again, it can be seen that the narrower widths yield higher quantum well 

confinement factors while the silicon confinement factors are reduced. As the wave 

guide width becomes wider, the mode moves towards the silicon region and 

saturates to a value equivalent to the 1-D slab structure. The ability to control the 

optical mode with the silicon waveguide is a key feature of this platform. Take for 
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example, if you wanted to integrate amplifiers and lasers with a single chip. 

Amplifiers are typically designed with low quantum well confinement factors in 

order to achieve high saturation powers [8], [9], while lasers are designed with 

higher confinement factors to achieve lower threshold currents. This can still be 

realized on a single die with a single bond by having narrow waveguide widths in the 

laser region, while tapering out the waveguide in amplifier regions. The fact that the 

optical mode is defined by the silicon and can be tailored across the chip, allows 

major flexibility for photonic integrated circuit design without adding additional 

complexity to the fabrication process.  

2.2 Device Fabrication 

This section will give an overview of processing used to fabricate the various devices 

reported on in this dissertation. The main flow of the device processing can be 

divided into 4 major steps as shown in Figure 2.6. First, the pre-bonding process 

consists of the formation of silicon waveguides on a silicon-on-insulator wafer and 

the growth of the III-V epitaxial layer structure on the InP substrate. Next, wafer 

bonding is conducted and the substrate of the InP is removed such that the III-V 

epitaxial layer structure is transferred to the top surface of the silicon-on-insulator 

wafer. In the third major step, the post bonding processing is done on the III-V layers 

in order to manipulate the flow of current in the hybrid regions through the etching 

of mesas, deposition of contacts, and definition of insulating areas through proton 
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implants and dielectric layer deposition and patterning. In addition, III-V materials 

are removed from passive regions. The final step is the sample preparation of the 

device for testing and characterization. This includes dicing, facet polishing, and the 

deposition of high reflection or anti reflection coatings, depending on the device 

being tested. Since this step is unique from device to device, it is not discussed in 

this section, but will be mentioned in the individual device sections.   

 

Figure 2.6 – Basic silicon evanescent laser process flow. 

2.2.1 - Silicon Processing 

Since a lot of the work reported in this dissertation was in collaboration with Intel 

Corporation, most of the silicon processing (devices in Chapters 2, 3, and 4) was 

done in an Intel fabrication facility. This section will briefly describe the process used 

at UCSB to make silicon rib-waveguides. Although the exact etch conditions used at 

Intel may vary slightly, the overall process is similar.  
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Figure 2.7 – Silicon waveguide fabrication process flow. 

 

Silicon-on-insulator wafers consist of the following structure: a silicon substrate, a 

thin silicon dioxide layer (~ 1 µm for photonic applications), and a top layer of 

silicon. Figure 2.7 shows the fabrication process flow. Silicon waveguide processing 

is done by first thinning the top silicon layer to the desired waveguide height 

through thermal oxidation. During thermal oxidation, the top silicon is consumed 

during the formation of an additional silicon dioxide layer at the surface. Next, 

projection lithography is used to make a soft mask of the waveguides. The soft mask 

is transferred to the top silicon dioxide layer by inductively coupled plasma etching. 

The photo-resist is then removed by burning the photo-resist in an O2 plasma 

descum chamber followed by a chemical photo resist removal. Finally, the silicon rib 

waveguides are dry etched by inductively coupled plasma to ensure smooth vertical 
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sidewalls and hence, low loss waveguides. The silicon is now ready for wafer 

bonding.           

2.2.2 Wafer Bonding 

Since the lattice spacing of crystalline silicon (5.431 A) and indium phosphide (5.8687 

A) has a 7.5% mismatch, wafer bonding is used to transfer the thin InP based active 

region to the silicon on insulator wafer. Direct wafer bonding is commonly used to 

mate lattice mismatched semiconductors such as GaAlAs & GaP for high power LEDs, 

InGaAsP, AlAs & GaAs for improved mirror reflectivity in long wavelength VCSELS, 

and InGaAsP & AlGaAs for high To lasers [10]. This process consists of the following 

steps. First a thorough cleaning of the sample surface is done to remove all 

semiconductor particles that were generated during dicing or cleaving and to 

remove all organics on the surface, followed by a chemical surface treatment 

removing any surface oxide states or other stable surface states. The samples are 

then placed in physical contact with each other and undergo spontaneous bonding 

and are held together with Van der Waals forces [10]. This bond is relatively strong, 

depending on the two material systems being bonded, but is further strengthened 

through a high temperature anneal (typically 600 °C or higher) while applying 

pressure on the bonded sample. The high temperature anneal results in chemical 

changes and re-crystallization at the bonded interface, while the pressure on the 

sample compensates for any waviness or surface roughness and ensures greater 

surface area contact between the two materials. The substrate of one of the 
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material systems is then removed by using a wet etch resulting in the transfer of one 

epitaxial layer structure to another.    

The thermal expansion coefficient mismatch of silicon (αsi = 2.6 x 10
-6

 /K) [11]and InP 

(αsi = 4.8 x 10
-6

 /K) [12] requires the use of a low temperature wafer bonding 

technique in order to preserve the quality of the transferred epitaxial layers. 

Equation 2.4 describes the thermal mismatch stress of the bonded wafers as follows 

[reference]:  

 (Eq - 2.4)  $ =  %
�&'" (

)*+,!-.*+," /*+,�*+,0 )1�!-.1�" /1��1�
)*+,!-.*+," �*+,0 )1�!-.1�" �1� − �3 Δ5 

where α is the thermal expansion coefficient, h is the thickness of the substrate, E is 

the Young’s modulous, υ is the Poisson’s ratio, and ∆T is the difference the bonding 

temperature and room temperature.  This equation is used by Pasquariello et al. to 

express the maximum sheer stress in the <110> direction, the maximum slip system 

between the alternating indium and phosphide {1,1,1} planes, as a function of 

temperature as follows [13]: 

 (Eq - 2.5)  67���� =  8
√9 $ 

The critical stress required to generate dislocations in InP is empirically formulated 

by Pasquariello et al. using the theory or stress induced dislocation generation [13] is 

expressed in Equation 2.6.  

 (Eq - 2.6)  6:����:
� = 898=>?@A.!CD  
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Figure 2.8 - Plot of critical dislocation generation stress in InP and sheer stress between InP 

bonded to silicon versus temperature [Pasquariello et al., reference [13]] 

Figure 2.8 shows a plot of the critical stress and the sheer stress as a function of 

temperature. In order to prevent the generation of dislocations in the InP, the 

bonding temperature must be kept below 300 °C.  Normarski mode microscope 

images of the surface of III-V epitaxial layers transferred to silicon at (a) 600 °C and 

(b) 250 °C are shown in Figure 2.9. It can be seen that the sample bonded at higher 

temperatures shows cross hatching and waviness in the III-V film indicating stress 

within the film. The low temperature sample, on the other hand, shows a pristine 

surface, indicating a high III-V film quality. In order to maintain high bond strengths, 

a low temperature oxygen plasma assisted wafer bonding process, consisting of an 

O2 plasma based surface activation prior to the mating of the two surfaces followed 

by a 250 °C anneal, was pursued. This temperature was raised to 300 °C during 

device processing in order to further increase bond strength, while not exceeding 

the 300 °C limit shown in Figure 2.8.   



 

         (a)  

Figure 2.9 Nomarski microscope images, showing the surface roughness of the transferred 

III-V surface at bonding temperatures of (a) 600

 

The low temperature oxygen plasma assisted wafer bonding process begins with the 

same cleaning processes as the direct bonding approach. This is done by solvent 

cleaning the silicon and III

the samples are placed in a sol

physically wiped with cleanroom grade q

organic detergent that assists in the removal of surface particles. Next the samples 

are rinsed in deionized water and inspect

swab and inspect process is repeated until the samples are particle free. 

 

The silicon dioxide hard mask layer used during silicon waveguide fabrication is then 

removed by using an HF dip. The III

InGaAsP cap layer to protect the surface quality during handling and cleaving. This 

layer is removed with a chemical wet etch and
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               (b) 

Nomarski microscope images, showing the surface roughness of the transferred 

V surface at bonding temperatures of (a) 600 °C and (b) 250 °C. 

oxygen plasma assisted wafer bonding process begins with the 

same cleaning processes as the direct bonding approach. This is done by solvent 

cleaning the silicon and III-V with acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water. Next 

the samples are placed in a solution of Tergitol:H2O (5 drops: 1 liter) and 

with cleanroom grade q-tips to remove particles. Tergitol is an 

organic detergent that assists in the removal of surface particles. Next the samples 

are rinsed in deionized water and inspected under the microscope for particles. The 

swab and inspect process is repeated until the samples are particle free. 

The silicon dioxide hard mask layer used during silicon waveguide fabrication is then 

removed by using an HF dip. The III-V material is typically grown with a 200

InGaAsP cap layer to protect the surface quality during handling and cleaving. This 

with a chemical wet etch and the samples undergo another swab 

 

Nomarski microscope images, showing the surface roughness of the transferred 

oxygen plasma assisted wafer bonding process begins with the 

same cleaning processes as the direct bonding approach. This is done by solvent 

V with acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water. Next 

O (5 drops: 1 liter) and are 

. Tergitol is an 

organic detergent that assists in the removal of surface particles. Next the samples 

ed under the microscope for particles. The 

swab and inspect process is repeated until the samples are particle free.  

The silicon dioxide hard mask layer used during silicon waveguide fabrication is then 

typically grown with a 200 nm 

InGaAsP cap layer to protect the surface quality during handling and cleaving. This 

the samples undergo another swab 
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and inspect step to remove any particles that may have been accumulated during 

the acid treatments. A final organic clean is done by conducting a 30 minute Ozone 

clean of the surface. 

The samples are then treated with an O2 Plasma where a thin (<5 nm), highly 

strained, and highly reactive hydrophilic oxide is formed on the surface. The samples 

are dipped in deionized water and their surfaces are terminated with OH groups. At 

this point, the samples are placed in physical contact with each other and 

spontaneous bonding occurs by the formation of hydrogen bonds. The samples are 

place in a Suss SB-6, a commercial wafer bonder, at 300 °C with 1.5 MPa of pressure 

for 12 hours. During this annealing process, the chemistry of the bond changes in a 

two step process as follows [14]:  

EF − GH   +    HG − I   →    EF − G − I   +    H8G 

  2 H8G  +   EF   →    EFG8    +  2H8 

where M is either indium, or phosphide. The chemical change in the bond, leads to 

the generation of water. The water then oxidizes the silicon and outgases hydrogen. 

The outgassed hydrogen at the bonded interface leads to void formations on un-

patterned surfaces as shown in Figure 2.10. The rib waveguides in the silicon act as 

in-plane out-gassing channels, allowing the hydrogen released during the bond to 

flow out of the sample. Void formation still occurs in regions far from the channels 

(~150 µm) but do not affect device performance since they are away from device 

regions. The void density can be reduced by conducting the annealing in vacuum and 
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by increasing the time to 18 hours to allow for hydrogen diffusion out of the bonded 

interface.  

 

Figure 2.10 – Nomarski microscope images, showing void formation on unpatterned bonded 

wafers 

Although the use of in-plane out-gassing channels is useful to demonstrate devices, 

it does place constraints on how the waveguides must be layed out on the silicon 

such that the channel density is high enough to allow for sufficient H2 removal. A 

complete study was not done to find the minimum density required to achieve good 

bonding, but a general design rule was of a maximum spacing of 125 µm per channel 

was used .  

 

Next, the substrate of the InP is removed in a solution of HCL:H2O. This selective 

etch is designed to stop at the top InGaAs etch stop/p contact layer, protecting the 

AlGaInAs epitaxial layer structure. To prevent the lateral etching of the epitaxial 
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layer structure, the sample is mounted onto a glass slide with mounting wax or 

“crystal bond”. The sample is mounted silicon side down. Mounting wax is spread 

along the four edges of the sample as shown in Figure 2.11.  

 

Figure 2.11: Cross section diagram of bonded sample mounted to a glass slide for sidewall 

protection during substrate removal.   

The sample is reheated to remove it from the glass slide and undergoes a final 

solvent clean to remove the residual mounting wax and prepare the sample for 

device processing.     

2.2.3 Post-bond Device Process Flow 

The post-bond device process flow is shown in Figure 2.12. Once the wafers are 

bonded, mesas need to be etched above the waveguide. This is done by first 

depositing a thick SiN hard mask on the top III-V surface of the bonded sample. Next 

the SiN hard mask is patterned with a photo lithographically defined soft mask and is 

etched with CF4 in an RIE etch chamber. Next, the photo resist is removed and the P 

mesas are etched in a two step etch processes. First, a dry etch is done in a reactive 

ion etch (RIE) chamber using CH4/H2/Ar. This etch depth is monitored using laser 

interferometry such that the etch goes through the top InP cladding region, but 

stops within the SCH/QW region. A wet etch is used to finish the p mesa etch using a 

solution of H2O2:H3PO4:H2O. This etch is selective against InP and is designed to etch 
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through the AlGaInAs materials in the SCH and QW such that the bottom InP layer is 

exposed. Next, Ni/Ge/Au/Ni/Au N contacts are patterned, deposited, and lifted off 

via a Bi-layer liftoff process. The SiN hard mask is then removed and Pd/Ti/Pd/Au P 

contacts are patterned, deposited, and lifted off. The p contact not only serves are a 

path for current to flow into the mesa, but it also serves as a mask above the 

waveguide such to prevent the implantation of protons above the waveguide, 

effectively defining the current path through the mesa. The contacts are then 

annealed for activation on a strip annealer at 320 °C for 30 seconds and TLM 

patterns are measured to ensure good contact resistances. Next, a bi-layer structure 

of PMGI and photo-resist are used to create a mask for proton implant. This mask 

protects the exposed n regions from implantation maintaining the conductivity of 

those regions. The samples are then sent out for proton implantation. Upon the 

return of the samples, the proton implant mask is removed and a dielectric electrical 

isolation layer is deposited on the surface. Most of the devices fabricated in 

Chapters 3 and 4 utilize a thick layer of SiN for this insulation layer, while the final 

device design (Ch. 5) utilizes SU-8 since it is a low k dielectric to lower the device 

capacitance and it also adds structural integrity to the structure for improved facet 

polishing. Vias are patterned into this isolation layer and Ti/Au  probe pads are 

patterned and deposited on the sample. The deposition of this layer is done while 

rotating the sample at an angle as to ensure good sidewall coverage. This completes 
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the processing and the samples are now ready for device specific sample prep, 

and/or on-chip device characterization.  

 

Figure 2.12 – III-V post bond process flow.  
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2.3 – Proof of Concept – Optically Pumped Silicon Evanescent 

Lasers 

 
Optically pumped silicon evanescent lasers were first demonstrated as a proof of 

concept for the silicon evanescent waveguide architecture. This chapter discusses 

the device structure and design of the active region, the experimental methods used 

to test the devices, and discusses the pulsed [1] and continuous wave [2] lasing 

performance of these devices.    

 

Figure 2.13 – The optical pumped silicon evanescent laser device structure cross section 

2.3.1 - Device Structure 

Figure 2.13 shows a cross sectional diagram of the optically pumped device. The 

device is the simplest of all SELs and consists only of a III-V active region structure 

designed for optical pumping bonded to silicon rib waveguides. 
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The III-V active layer structure is shown in Table 2.1. The structure is designed to be 

optically pumped from the top surface through the InP cladding in the 900 nm to 

1275 nm wavelength range, with the pump light being absorbed in the SCH region. 

The pump light field intensity decays as it is absorbed, generating a carrier profile in 

the SCH. This carrier distribution causes the carriers to flow from the SCH into the 

quantum wells where they recombine, generating spontaneous emission and optical 

gain at 1550 nm. A thin super lattice region is used in this structure between the 

lower SCH InP region and the InP bonding layer to prevent the propagation of 

defects from the bonded interface to the quantum wells [15].   

 

Table 2.1 – Optically pumped III-V layer structure 

2.3.2  Experimental set up and method 

Figure 2.14 shows the experimental set up. The devices are pumped perpendicular 

to the top surface. The pump beam cross section should ideally be rectangular such 

that the entire device length of 600-900 µm is pumped, and the width of the beam is 
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as closely matched to the device width as possible (~ 1 - 4 µm). A fiber coupled 980 

nm laser diode and a 2 W 1250 nm fiber laser were used as optical pumps for pulsed 

and continuous wave operation, respectively. The pump light is first collimated and 

focused onto the top surface of the laser through a cylindrical lens forming a 0.916 

mm by 12 µm ellipse. The pump system was positioned with an XYZ stage. This 

system was place on a sliding rail along with a top surface imaging system such that 

they could be interchanged easily.   

 

Figure 2.14 – The experimental setup for testing optically pumped silicon evanescent lasers 

 

The light from the device is collected at one facet with a lensed fiber and routed to a 

spectrum analyzer or a power meter, depending on the measurement being made. 

The other facet is imaged with an infrared imaging system. The system consists of an 

80X microscope objective, with a modified Navitar telescoping zoom system 

mounted on a Hamamatsu infrared camera. The Navitar zoom system’s front lens 

was removed such that higher magnifications could be achieved with the 80X 

microscope objective. In addition, a polarizing beam splitter can be placed in the 
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optical path such that TE or TM polarization images can be observed independently. 

This imaging system has proved to be quite useful for testing these devices since it 

allows us to assess the waveguide facet quality, ensure we have proper alignment 

during other experiments in which we launch light from the fiber into the 

waveguide, and give us an experimental way to verify which mode lases and if the 

waveguide is single mode.   

2.3.3 - Pulsed Operation 

The 980 nm optical pump was driven at 1 microsecond pulse width and 4% duty 

cycle. This allowed us to operate the optical pump with peak powers of ~ 1W, far 

above the 300 mW maximum continuous wave operating power. Figure 2.15 shows 

the computed optical mode and the near-field image of lasing optical mode, 

showing good qualitative agreement. The lasing mode was TE with a TE/TM ratio of 

> 20 dB. 

Figure 2.16 shows the peak single sided fiber coupled output power of the laser as a 

function peak pump power (Light vs. Light curve). The lasers lased up to 20 °C with a 

maximum fiber coupled power of 1.4 mW and a minimum threshold 30 mW. The 

single output differential quantum efficiency is approximately 3.2 % at 12 °C, the 

total efficiency taking into account the light from both facets and the estimated 5 dB 

coupling loss is approximately 20 %. It is important to note that lasing only occurs in 

the optical mode defined by the Si waveguide region. In other words, slab modes in 
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the III-V region do not support lasing.  This can be seen from the inset of Figure 2.15, 

which compares the light output for pumping in the two regions.  

 

Figure 2.15 – a) The simulated optical mode superimposed over the waveguide structure. b) 

The nearfield image of the lasing optical mode.  

Figure 2.17 shows the lasing spectrum at 1.4 times the threshold pump power and at 

a temperature of 12 °C. The optical spectrum consists of the expected Fabry-Pérot 

response for the 600 μm long cavity, with a group index of 3.7. The devices were 

limited to pulsed lasing due to the maximum power available. 
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Figure 2.16 – Pulsed L-L curves as a function of temperature. (inset) L-L curve of device when 

pumped above the silicon waveguide and above the silicon slab without lateral modal 

confinement  
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Figure 2.17 – Optically pumped pulsed lasing spectrum 
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2.3.4 - Continuous wave operation 

Continuous wave operation was achieved by replacing the 980 nm laser diode with a 

2 W fiber laser operating at 1250 nm. A second batch of devices was fabricated with 

a variety of waveguide widths such that their modal characteristics could be 

observed.  

The lasing optical modes as a function of waveguide width with their corresponding 

simulated optical modes is shown in Figure 2.18. As you can see, for narrow silicon 

waveguide widths, the mode lies primarily in the III-V region and as the widths 

become wider and wider, the optical mode lies more and more in the silicon region, 

as predicted by simulations.  

 
Figure 2.18 – Experimentally captured near field profiles of the lasing modes and their 

corresponding calculated mode profiles for various waveguide widths. 

The lasers operated in continuous wave mode, with widths less than 1.5 µm 

operating with a single transverse mode, while wider widths lased with multiple 

transverse modes. Figure 2.19 shows the L-L curve of 1 µm waveguide width laser 

operating up to 30 °C. It can be seen that the L-L curve is relatively clean with very 

minimal kinks in its shape. The optical mode was observed throughout the various 
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operating conditions and showed stable lasing in the fundamental mode. The 

maximum fiber coupled laser output power was 0.9 mW. The total maximum output 

power including the output from both facets and coupling losses is approximately of 

5 mW with a slope efficiency of 2.8%. 

 

Figure 2.19 - L-L curve for a waveguide width of 1 µm and the corresponding optical mode.  

 

In Figure 2.20, a 4 µm wide device is operating with a threshold pump power of 23 

mW with a fiber-coupled maximum output power of 4.5 mW and a slope efficiency 

of 3% at 20 °C. The total maximum output power taking into account the light from 

both facets and the coupling losses of 5 dB is approximately 28 mW and the 

corresponding slope efficiency is 16%. The threshold increases from 23 to 105 mW 

between 20 °C and 60 °C and the structure exhibits a temperature coefficient of 27 
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K. The kinks in the LL curves are due to the multimode lasing with wide waveguide 

dimension. It is clearly shown from two different mode profiles in Figure 2.20 that 

higher modes are superimposed with a fundamental mode at the region II of the LL 

curve while only a fundamental mode is lasing at the region I. 

 

Figure 2.20 - L-L curve for a waveguide width of 4 µm and the corresponding optical mode at 

two pump powers. Inset: Threshold as a function of temperature. 

2.5 – Summary 

The silicon evanescent waveguide structure is presented in this chapter. The device 

consists of a III-V gain structure bonded to a silicon on insulator rib waveguide to 

allow for evanescent coupling of the silicon waveguide mode into the III-V region to 

achieve gain. The design of optical mode characteristics is presented showing the 

ability to tailor the modal profile based on silicon waveguide definition. The 

fabrication of these devices is discussed. In particular, the transfer of the III-V active 
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layer from an InP substrate to a silicon wafer through a low temperature wafer 

bonding process is presented. Optically pumped lasers are demonstrated as a proof 

of concept for the device architecture. The lasers show continuous wave lasing up to 

60 °C with a maximum fiber coupled output power of 4.5 mW at 20 °C. The lasers 

modal characteristics are shown to be strongly dependent on the silicon waveguide 

formation by comparing the lasing performance of regions with and without lateral 

confinement in the silicon, with the later showing no lasing. In addition, the 

experimental observation of the optical mode verifies that the optical mode can be 

manipulated across a single silicon chip by changing the waveguide width.  
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Chapter 3 - Electrically Pumped Silicon Evanescent 

Lasers - Fabry – Perot Lasers 

 

This chapter reports on the first electrically pumped silicon evanescent laser [1]. All 

results reported in this chapter utilize a Fabry-Perot laser topography. The first 

section of this chapter describes pulsed lasing operation with a simplified device 

structure used to validate the epitaxial layer design for current injection without 

lateral current confinement structures. The second section of the chapter presents 

the design of a lateral current confinement structure through the use of proton 

implantation and discusses continuous lasing operation. Lastly, this chapter presents 

a second generation electrically pumped laser structure for improved lasing 

performance and compares the thermal performance of the two generations.    

3.1 - Pulsed Lasing Device Structure  

The device diagram for the first generation electrically pumped silicon evanescent 

lasers is shown in Figure 3.1. The III-V mesa regions were 75 µm wide such that the 

p-contact could be easily probed from the top.  N-contacts were placed 5 µm away 

both sides of the mesa. In order to keep the device structure simple, no lateral 

current confinement was used in the p region. Instead, a 6 µm wide current 

aperture was used at the center of a 300 nm thick silicon nitride isolation layer 
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under the p-contact. A scanning electron microscope image of the device is shown in 

Figure 3.2.  

 

Figure 3.1 – The device cross section for the electrically pumped silicon evanescent pulsed 

laser.   

 
Figure 3.2 – Scanning electron microscope image of the electrically pumped silicon 

evanescent pulsed laser device cross section.   

 

The buried oxide, silicon waveguide width, and height were 2 µm, 2 µm, and 0.76 

µm based on the criteria described in chapter 2. The rib was unintentionally etched 

all the way to the buried oxide, resulting in a strip waveguide. However, the 

confinement factors were not significantly perturbed in the deeply etch regime. The 

resulting silicon waveguide and quantum well confinement factors calculated using 
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Rsoft Beamprop were 74% and 5.5%, respectively. The laser’s facets were diced and 

polished resulting in a total cavity length of ~780 µm. Other waveguide widths of 1 

µm, 1.5 µm, 2.5 µm, 3 µm, and 3.5 µm were also fabricated and tested, but are not 

presented in detail here since the 2 µm width devices showed the best overall 

performance. The variation of device performance due to facet polishing created 

scatter in the laser thresholds and differential efficiencies such that relationships 

between width and device performance could not be established.    

 
Table 3.1 – Electrically pumped III-V epitaxial layer structure transferred to silicon.  

 

The epitaxial layer structure used in the electrically pumped devices is shown in 

Table 3.1. It is similar to the optically pumped devices except for a few 

modifications. First, N layers (S dopant) and P layers (Zn dopant) were added to the 

structure such that current could be injected into the quantum well region. The 

region below the quantum wells (closer to the silicon waveguide after bonding) was 

doped N type since N type InP has lower optical loss and electrical resistance than P 

type for a given doping level [2]. This is important because this layer goes through 

the optical mode, and needs to be as low loss as possible to minimize threshold 
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currents. Additionally, this layer needs to be low resistance in order to minimize 

carrier spreading in the active region.  The second change, was the removal of the 

lower SCH layer such that the quantum wells would be closer to the silicon 

waveguide, thereby increasing the active region confinement factor.  

 
Figure 3.3 – The band diagram of the doped SEL epitaxial layer structure. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 shows the band structure of the doped epitaxial structure with the P-InP 

cladding to the left, and the N-layers to the right. Holes are injected to the right from 

the p-region where they flow through the SCH layers into the quantum well. 

Electrons are injected from the N-InP layer on the right where they flow left into the 

quantum wells. At higher temperatures, it is possible that the electrons would have 

enough energy to escape the wells and flow into the SCH region, reducing the 

injection efficiency.  
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3.2 – Pulsed Lasing Operation 

The laser is driven by applying a 0.5 µs long square-wave current pulse with a 4 % 

duty cycle to the top p and n-contacts. The laser output from one facet is collected 

by a lensed single mode fiber and detected by a spectrum analyzer or 

photodetector.  

 

Figure 3.4 - The single sided fiber coupled laser output as a function of drive current for 

various temperatures. The inset displays the voltage - current characteristics of the laser. 

 

Figure 3.4 shows the measured laser output power as a function of injected current 

for various temperatures ranging from 15 to 80 °C. As can be seen from the figure, 

the laser threshold is 120 mA with a maximum power of 3.8 mW at 15 °C. Using the 
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measured 4 dB coupling loss from waveguide to fiber, and the fact that light is only 

collected from one facet, we calculate a maximum differential quantum efficiency of 

11 %. At higher injection currents, the slope efficiency drops and may be related to 

device heating induced parasitic current paths [3]. The laser has a maximum lasing 

temperature of 80 °C. 

 
Figure 3.5 – Pulsed threshold versus temperature. 

 

The inset in Figure 3.4 shows the current dependence on voltage for the laser 

structure. The laser has a threshold voltage of 1.2 V and a series resistance of 7.2 +/- 

0.1 ohms.  Figure 3.5 shows the threshold current as a function of temperature. The 

experimental data was fit to extract a characteristic temperature (To) of 57K, which 

is in the typical range of 50-70K for III-V lasers in the 1.3-1.55 µm wavelength 

window [4]. 
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Figure 3.6 shows the measured lasing spectrum of the device driven at 130 mA. The 

spectrum was measured with an HP 70952A optical spectrum analyzer with a 

resolution bandwidth of 0.08 nm. The inset in the figure shows the characteristic 

multi-mode spectrum of a Fabry-Perot laser with a free spectral range of 0.43 nm 

and multiple lasing modes around 1573 nm. The corresponding group index of the 

modes is 3.71. 

 
Figure 3.6 - The spectrum of the lasing device. The inset displays a close up of the lasing 

Fabry-Perot modes. 
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Figure 3.7 - L-I characteristics of a 1 µm waveguide width laser as a function of injected 

pulse width.     

 

Figure 3.7 - shows the L-I characteristics as the current pulse width is varied from 0.3 

µs to 4.1 µs. The duty cycle and stage temperature are held at 4% and 15 °C, 

respectively. It can be seen that as the pulse duration increases, the lasing threshold 

increases. For pulses longer than 1.1 µs, the lasing power saturates prematurely 

slightly above threshold giving evidence of current leakage paths that turn on with 

device heating [4]. This behavior continues beyond 4.1 µs until lasing is no longer 

observed. At this point, light is no longer localized in the silicon waveguide region, 

and the entire mesa shows spontaneous light emission.  When the laser is running 

with pulses short enough that self heating is minimized, and the n mobility is high. In 

this regime, the P resistance is substantially larger than the N region. The path of 
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least resistance for the current in this case is first straight down through the mesa 

towards the silicon waveguide, and then laterally through the N layers (Figure 3.8 a). 

As the pulse duration increases, device self heating causes the n mobility to 

decrease, leading to current spread in the P mesa before it reaches the quantum 

wells (Figure 3.8 b). The injection efficiency, ηi, becomes extremely small since the 

broadened current profile in the quantum wells is much wider than the optical 

mode. Consequently, carriers radiatively recombine in regions where they do not 

contribute to optical gain. This ultimately prohibits continuous wave lasing.      

Figure 3.8 – (a) Current path without device heating. (b) Current path with device heating. 

 

3.3 – Continuous Wave Device Structure – Lateral Current 

Confinement 

Based on the pulsed results, it is clear that lateral current confinement in the p-

upper cladding region is necessary to achieve continuous wave lasing. Figure 3.9 

illustrates a current confinement scheme consisting of a current channel through the 

center of the p-mesa region surrounded by resistive p regions on both sides.  
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Figure 3.9 – Continuous wave device structure. Proton implanted regions (H+) provide 

lateral current confinement in the p type mesa region.   

 

H
+ 

ion implantation, or ion irradiation, provides a method for electrical isolation in p-

type InP [5]. The implanted ions create deep level centers that trap free carriers that 

are not thermally excited at device operating temperatures, resulting in areas of 

high resistance. This method is commonly used for the isolation of elements in 

photonic integrated circuits and the reduction of free carrier loss caused by dopants 

in passive waveguides. The degree of isolation is related to the Ion implant density. 

A critical density of 2.5 x 10
18

 ions/cm
3
 is used as a design rule to achieve proper 

isolation, while densities in the conductive regions are kept below 1 x 10
17

 ions/cm
3
.  

The H
+
 implant profile was designed by calculating the implant depth, spread, and 

lateral straggle for various implant energies for our layer structure using SRIM, an 

ion stopping range program [6]. An implant angle of 7 degrees from the normal axis 

to the sample surface is used to minimize channeling effects. A 300 nm SiN layer is 

used on the top surface during implant and included in our layer structure 

calculations in order to protect the surface quality of the semiconductor. 
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(a)                                                              (b) 

Figure 3.10 – a) Implant profiles for various implant energies and dosages. b) Total implant 

profile.  

 

After a table of depths and straggles are computed, dosages are chosen for various 

implant energies (Figure 3.10 a) and the individual profiles are added together to 

form a total implant profile (Figure 3.10 b). The goal of our first proton implant 

design was to insulate ( > 2.5 x 10
18

 ions/cm
3
) the p region as deep as possible to 

minimize current spreading. In order to maintain lateral current flow through the n 

region, the n region was kept at a doping level of < 1 x 10
17

 ions/cm
3
, as shown in 
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Figure 3.9 b. The active region implant density was also kept as low as possible in 

order to prevent the introduction of non-radiative recombination centers [7]. 

In addition to the implant profile depth, the current channel width plays a role in the 

device injection efficiency. 8 µm, 6 µm, and 4 µm, channel widths (as drawn on the 

mask) were chosen since the contact aligner has an alignment error of +/- 1.5 µm  

and the optical mode is ~ 2 µm wide. The lateral straggle is calculated to be 292 nm.  

The silicon waveguide die were off the same wafer as those presented in the pulsed 

section with waveguide widths of 1 µm to 3.5 µm in 0.5 µm steps.  

3.4 – Continuous Wave Lasing 

The 2.5 µm width waveguides with a 4 µm current channel width had the best 

overall performance and will be presented here in detail. The confinement factors 

for the silicon and quantum well regions for this dimension were 75% and 3% 

respectively.  

A 15 cm
-1

 modal loss was measured using the Hakki-Paoli method in the long 

wavelength regime [8]. Since the gain is extremely low in the long wavelength 

regime, the Fabry-Perot response of the cavity is primarily determined by the modal 

loss and the mirror loss. By measuring the extinction ratio of the peaks and valleys of 

the long wavelength Fabry-Perot response, the loss is estimated as follows: 
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(Eq. 3-1)  ��� = �� ln
	

���

����������������������
����������������������� �

��, 

where L is the cavity length, and R is the mirror reflectivity. We assume a reflectivity 

of 30%, based on Fresnel reflection. This loss is larger than what you would expect if 

you estimate the loss by taking the sum of the product of the confinement factors 

and their typical waveguide losses as follows: 

(Eq. 3-2) ��� = ΓS αS + ΓIII�VαIII�V 

= 0.74 ∗ 0.075 cm�� + 0.26 ∗ 10 cm�� = 2.665 cm�� 

We are not certain where the additional loss comes from, but a few possibilities may 

be from scattering losses at the bonded interface, or scattering off contamination in 

the air regions of the rib etch during processing and although the loss is higher than 

expected, it is still on the same order as typical III-V lasers. 

Figure 3.11 shows the measured continuous wave laser fiber coupled output power 

from one facet as a function of injected current for various operating temperatures 

ranging from 15 to 40 °C. As can be seen from Figure 3.11, the laser threshold is 65 

mA with a maximum single sided fiber coupled output power of 1.8 mW at 15 °C. 

The laser has a 40 °C maximum lasing temperature with a characteristic temperature 
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of 39 K. The differential efficiency taken from the data in Fig. 3.11 was 2.1%. 

Differential efficiency is expressed as follows [9]: 

(Eq. 3-3) 12 = 13 �45��46��45� 

where ηI is the injection efficiency and �α7� is the mirror loss. Plugging in the 

measured value for �α � of 15 cm
-1

, the calculated value for �α7� of 13.4 cm
-1

, and 

the 0.51% value for ηI, extrapolated from the laser threshold as discussed in the end 

of this section, the differential efficiency comes out to 24%. The 10.5 dB discrepancy 

between the measured value and the calculated value can be reconciled by taking 

into account light coming out of both facets (-3 dB) and the coupling loss between 

the waveguide and the fiber. The coupling loss is measured on a few devices at 6 dB 

+/- 1.5 dB. We believe a 7.5 dB coupling loss is reasonable and show a secondary y-

axis is shown denoting the estimated total laser output power. This leads to a 24% 

differential efficiency and 20 mW total laser output power at 15 °C. The laser has a 

threshold voltage of 2 V and a series resistance of 7.5 ohms.  
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Figure 3.11 - The single sided fiber coupled laser output as a function of drive current for 

various operating temperatures.  

 

Figure 3.12 shows the measured multi-mode lasing spectrum of the silicon 

evanescent laser driven slightly above threshold at 70 mA, and well above threshold 

at 100 mA. The spectrum was measured with an HP 70952A optical spectrum 

analyzer with a resolution bandwidth of 0.08 nm. The lasing wavelength is around 

1577 nm at 75 mA and is shifted to longer wavelengths at higher injection currents 

due to device heating. It is important to note that the spectral shift is not the 

expected 10 nm between 75 mA and 200 mA, based on the typical 0.5 nm/°C seen in 

typical Fabry-Perot III-V lasers. This can be due to the uncharacteristic modulation 

seen in the spectrum with a free spectral range of about 23 nm. The modulation is 

also visible below threshold, and indicates a wavelength dependent loss or gain, 

influencing the lasing peak. Although this has not been fully analyzed, we believe 

that this may be due to wavelength dependent coupling to other modes in the 
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structure such as the high index substrate or slab modes in the mesa as observed by 

Bergmann et al. in AlGaN/InGaN laser diodes [10]. Coupling between the waveguide 

layer and other layer is enhanced when the mode of the other layer is in resonance, 

while the coupling is repressed when the mode of the other layer is off resonance, 

resulting in a periodic wavelength dependent loss in the waveguide.   

 

Figure 3.12 - The hybrid laser spectrum taken slightly above threshold (75 mA) and well 

above threshold (200 and 350 mA). The y-axis is on a logarithmic scale. 

  

Figure 3.13 shows a scatter plot of the thresholds for varying waveguide width and 

proton implant channel width. We believe that the facet polishing creates enough 

scatter in the data that no relationship between waveguide width and threshold is 

seen. The relationship between current channel widths is clearly seen with current 

channels of 4 µm wide having the lowest threshold.  The number of working devices 

for each waveguide width is marked above the data out of a total number of 6. It can 
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be seen that the narrower waveguide widths have lower yield and can be attributed 

to device delamination and facet damage during waveguide polishing as observed 

when the laser facet is imaged with a camera. The narrower waveguides have less 

bonded area across the mesa region leading to reduced mechanical strength. The 

yield of this process is reasonable with 26 of the 36 lasers on this chip lasing with 

similar performance when tested individually. Incorporating monolithic laser 

feedback schemes, such as ring resonator cavities or gratings in the silicon region, 

greatly improves yield. 

 

Figure 3.13 – Scatter plot of laser thresholds with varying waveguide width and current 

channel width.  

 

The threshold of a laser can be expressed as follows [11]: 

(Eq. 3-4) 89: = ;<�= >?@�A<B��CB D=E�FB�G�FH�IJK�LM  

where Ntr, B, and NOP93QR, and, are the transparent current density, the bimolecular 

recombination coefficient, and the volume of the active region respectively. The gain 
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coefficient, g0, was measured to be 972 cm
-1

 by fabricating amplifiers with this 

structure and fitting the gain current density relation [12]: 

(Eq. 3-5) �S� = Γ?TSU ln VCBV<�  

The threshold current is calculated by taking the measured values of <αi>, and g0, 

and the calculated value for Γqw of 3.5%. The values of B, and Ntr were assumed to 

be 10
-10

 cm
3
/s [13], and 1.4 x 10

18
 cm

-3
, respectively, and ηI was used as a fitting 

parameter such that injection efficiency could roughly be determined. 

 
Figure 3.14 – Fitted threshold curves for W = 2.5 µm waveguides with various current 

channel widths.    
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Table 3.2 – Current channel width and the fitted injection efficiencies for w = 2.5 m 

waveguides.  

 

Figure 3.14 shows the fitted threshold current vs. length curves for a 2.5 µm wide 

waveguide width for a 4 µm wide current channel under pulsed and CW lasing, and 

6 µm and 8 µm current channels under CW lasing. Table 3.2 shows the injection 

efficiency used in these fits. The ratio of the waveguide width over the channel 

width is also denoted on this chart as it is a rough approximation for mode to 

current profile overlap and therefore serves as the upper limit to the injection 

efficiency.  It can be seen that the injection efficiency is  best for the 4 µm wide 

current channels and the current channel can be narrowed further to improve the 

injection efficiency to the 90% range. The proton implant profile is designed to be 

effective through at least the upper half of the SCH in the p-type mesa, but has not 

been experimentally optimized. Additional improvements in injection efficiency of 

the device can be made by optimizing the depth of the proton implant profile in 

order to reduce the current spreading in the SCH while maintaining high conductivity 

on the n-type layers.  
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Figure 3.15 – Theoretical threshold improvements based on cavity length reduction and an 

increase in mirror reflectivity. 

 

Figure 5.15 shows the predicted CW threshold currents for the 4 µm current channel 

width as a function of length for mirror reflectivities of 0.3, 0.5, and 0.9. Since the 

current device relies only on the 30 % silicon-to-air facet reflection, a significant 

reduction in threshold current would be achieved through the deposition of high 

reflection coatings onto the waveguide facets or integrating gratings on the silicon, 

allowing for much shorter cavities.  
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To demonstrate the potential scalability of this hybrid laser approach, Figure 3.16 

shows the imaged output facet using an infrared camera of seven c.w. silicon 

evanescent lasers operating simultaneously from a single bonded silicon chip. The 

lasers were fabricated on an 8 mm wide silicon chip containing 36 lasers of varying 

waveguide widths from 1-3.5µm. The number of evanescent laser devices running 

simultaneously is only limited by the electrical contact configuration of the current 

experimental set up (i.e. the number of electrical probes that could be placed 

simultaneously onto the test chip rather than the number of functional devices). 

Waveguides with larger widths showed multimode behavior in the lateral direction. 

Waveguides 2.5 µm wide and narrower lased at the fundamental mode.  

 

Figure 3.16 - An infrared image taken from one of the polished facets showing seven c.w. 

silicon evanescent lasers operating simultaneously. 
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3.5 – Thermal Analysis 

The modal gain, <g>, is dependent on the temperature of the active region. As the 

active region temperature increases, <g> decreases due to increased carrier leakage 

out or not reaching the active region, and/or increased non-radiative recombination 

[14]. More current is needed to achieve enough modal gain to maintain lasing. 

Beyond a certain active region temperature, Toff, no current density will allow <g> to 

satisfy the characteristic laser equation. We can utilize this concept to analyze the 

lasers CW L-I curve to extract the device thermal impedance as described by 

Margalit [15]. 

The temperature in the active region at laser turnoff can be written as the sum of 

the device stage temperature and the change in temperature due to electrical 

power dissipation: 

(Eq. 3-6) WXYY = WZ9O[R + ΔW 

where the change in temperature due to electrical power dissipation at turnoff is 

equal to the power dissipation multiplied by the thermal impedance of the device: 

(Eq. 3-7) ΔW = ]23^^3_O9R2`a  

Therefore the power dissipated is as follows: 

(Eq. 3-8) ]23^^3_O9R2 = − �cd eWZ9O[R − WXYYf 
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Since Toff and ZT are constants, this relationship is linearly decreasing with a slope 

inversely proportional to -ZT as a function of stage temperature and can be used to 

experimentally measure the device thermal impedance by multiplying the current 

injection level and device voltage at turnoff for various temperatures.  

 

Figure 3.17 - Dissipated electrical power at the threshold and laser turnoff. 

 

Figure 3.17 shows the dissipated electrical power at laser threshold and laser turn 

off. The thermal resistance of 38 °C/W is extracted from the slope of this data. In 

addition, the x-intercept of 80 °C of the line is the maximum temperature for lasing, 

Toff, which is ideally the maximum temperature of pulsed operation.  

This plot also gives us some understanding on how to improve the device 

performance. It can be seen that CW lasing only occurs where the power dissipated 

at laser threshold is below the power dissipated at laser turn-off. The maximum CW 

lasing temperature can be increased by raising the turnoff line, or by lowering 

threshold curve. The turnoff line can be raised by lowering the thermal impedance 
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or by pushing out the Toff point. The power dissipation at threshold follows the 

following behavior: 

(Eq. 3-9) ]23^^3_O9R2 O9 9:gR^:Xh2 = 89:N9: 

Assuming Ith exponentially scales with temperature and the turn on voltage of the 

diode is linear with threshold current, Ith = Rs (Vth – Von) we come to the following 

expression: 

(Eq. 3-10) ]23^^3_O9R2 O9 9:gR^:Xh2 ≈ 8Ujk^D=dl<�L�dM + NXm8UDdl<�L�dM  

1-D Simulations show that the buried oxide thickness reduction from 2 µm to 1 µm 

will reduce the thermal resistance from 38 °C/W to 28 °C/W leading to better heat 

extraction from the active region. In addition to reduction of electrical and thermal 

resistance, lasing threshold reduction would also improve the temperature 

performance.  

3.6 – Second Generation Fabry-Perot Lasers 

After the initial demonstration of electrically pumped silicon evanescent lasers, a 

second generation of devices was designed to improve the device performance. The 

first change was a reduction in buried oxide thickness from 2 µm to 1 µm in order to 

reduce the thermal impedance. The second change was to reduce the mesa width 
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from 75 µm to 14 µm such that the n contacts could be brought closer to the optical 

mode to lower the n layer series resistance.  

The device dimensions were kept as close to the first generation as possible in order 

to maintain the active region confinement factor and roundtrip loss, to enable direct 

comparisons between the first generation and second generation designs. The 

waveguide height, width, rib etch depth, and cavity length were 0.7 µm, 2 µm, 0.5 

µm, and 850 µm, respectively. The current channel was kept fixed at 4 µm since the 

first generation devices showed a clear improvement for current channels of 4 µm 

over the 6 µm and 8 µm current channel devices. Although further optimization of 

this channel width can and should be made, we chose to stick with this value due to 

the tolerances associated with contact alignment, and it was unclear at the time 

whether or not the projection lithography stepper would focus properly on our 8 

mm x 8 mm samples. A move to projection lithography for future generations would 

allow alignment tolerances well within the 1 µm range, allowing for much narrower 

current channels.  

Since the mesa in this design is too narrow for probing, P probe pads were placed on 

450 nm thick silicon nitride (SiNx) electrical isolation pads. A top view diagram of the 

device layout is shown in Figure 3.18. The 8 mm long devices were laid out across 

the die such that a few laser bars could be diced and polished out at the desired 

lengths.  
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Figure 3.18 – Top view of the Fabry Perot Laser layout illustrating the p pad and n pad 

configuration. 

 

The CW LI curve for this device is collected on one side with an integrating sphere as 

shown in Figure 3-19. In order to account for light exiting both sides of the cavity, 

the data is multiplied by two. It can be seen that the maximum laser output, 

threshold, and differential efficiency at 15 °C are 32.8 mW, 70 mA, and 26%, 

respectively.  

It is difficult to compare the difference in absolute power improvement between the 

two generations since the first generation was measured with fiber coupling, leading 

to uncertainty in the absolute coupling efficiency, but it can be seen that the current 

level where the laser has maximum output power increased from 205 mA to 350 

mA, indicating the push back of thermal roll-off to higher current levels due to 
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reduced power dissipation.  The device series resistance was 4.6 ohms over the first 

generation resistance, supporting the theory of minimized parasitic device power 

dissipation in the n-region. The maximum operating temperature was slightly 

improved to 45 °C.   

 

Figure 3-19: L-I curve for second generation 850 µm long hybrid silicon evanescent Fabry 

Perot laser  

By applying the same thermal analysis of electrical power dissipation at laser 

threshold and laser turn off to this second generation of devices, we find that even 

though there is an improvement in device output power, as seen in the CW LI 

curves, the overall thermal impedance between the two generations was almost 

identical at ~ 38 °C/W. This result came as a surprise, as we expected a thermal 

impedance reduction to 28 °C/W, due to the reduction in buried oxide thickness. 
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3.7 – Thermal Modeling of Fabry Perot Lasers 

A 2-D model of the device structure was conducted to investigate the thermal 

characteristics of the two structures [16]. The model is generated by mapping out 

the thermal conductivity, k, in each layer, and by taking into account the heat 

generated in each section under a fixed current injection through the structure. A 

thermal profile is then generated allowing us to estimate the temperature of the 

active region for a given electrical power dissipation and is used to calculate the 

thermal impedance. The thermal conductivity in each of the various regions is kInP = 

130 W/m/K, kSi = 130 W/m/K, kSiO2 = 1.3 W/m/K, and kQWs = 5 W/m/K (active QWs). 

Heat is generated in the structure from resistive heating in the 4 µm wide p-type 

current channel above the active region, the n regions between the n contacts and 

the active region, the p and n contacts, and the active region. There is also additional 

heat generation associated with the diode drop in the active region.  

 

(a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 3-20: The thermal profile for the (a) first generation, and (b) second generation 

waveguide cross sections under 500 mA of injection current. 
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Figure 3-20 shows the temperature profile for the first generation (a) and second 

generation (b) laser structure for a current injection level of 500 mA. As you can see, 

due to the low thermal conductivity of the buried oxide, most of the heat is kept in 

the III-V region and needs to flow laterally in order to leave the device. Recall that 

there are two differences between the 1
st

 and 2
nd

 generation devices. First, the 

buried oxide was thinned from 2 µm to 1 µm. Second the III-V mesa was narrowed 

from 70 µm to 14 µm.  

 

Table 3.3 – The thermal impedance and temperature change for buried oxide thickness of 1 

µm and 2 µm and mesa widths of 14 µm and 70 µm at a current injection level of 500 mA 

 

Table 3.3 shows a matrix of the thermal impedance and the change in active region 

temperature for these 4 structures under 500 mA of current injection. As you can 

see, when the III-V mesa width is fixed, and the buried oxide thickness is reduced, 

the thermal impedance improves, with a reduction from 33.4 °C/W to 24.5 °C/W for 

the 70 µm wide mesa, by increasing heat to flow down through the substrate. 
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Unfortunately, as the mesa width narrows lateral heat extraction degrades. We 

simulate the thermal impedance of the generation 1 and generation 2 devices to be 

33.4 °C/W and 36.2 °C/W, respectively; values that are very similar to the 

experimentally measured value of 38 °C/W. Although the thermal impedances of the 

two generations are very similar, we see an improvement in device performance in 

the second generation device due to a reduction in power dissipation in the 

narrowed n regions of the device. This results lower active region temperatures for a 

given current level in the generation 2 devices (table 3.3), resulting in higher gain 

and improved output performance.        

3.8 – Summary 

In this chapter, we presented a current injection scheme for realizing electrically 

pumped silicon evanescent lasers. Pulsed lasing was demonstrated by modifying the 

epitaxial-layer structure to include doped layers for carrier injection. In order to 

achieve CW lasing, a proton implant scheme was used to provide lateral current 

confinement, leading to an improved electrical carrier profile to optical mode 

overlap. 1
st

 generation electrically pumped CW lasers were shown to have a 65 mA 

minimum current threshold at 15 °C with a maximum operating temperature of 40 

°C. The total output power is ~ 20 mW, taking into account 7.5 dB fiber coupling loss 

and light exiting both facets. The device thermal impedance is measured to be 38 

°C/W. Second generation devices were demonstrated with a reduced buried oxide 
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and reduced mesa width, resulting in devices that had less heat generation while 

maintaining similar thermal impedance. With these improvements, the lasers show a 

40% improvement in output power, with a maximum power of 28 mW and a 26 % 

differential efficiency. In addition, a maximum operating temperature of 45 °C was 

achieved; a 5 degree improvement over the first generation devices. The work in this 

chapter demonstrates the ability of the silicon evanescent platform to produce 

electrically pumped lasers on silicon with reasonable device thresholds and device 

output powers comparable to typical III-V lasers with the potential for further 

optimization in future devices.     
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Chapter 4 - Electrically Pumped Silicon Evanescent 

Lasers – Racetrack Ring Lasers 

Although the realization of Fabry-Perot lasers with the silicon evanescent waveguide 

structure demonstrates electrically pumped lasers on, the end goal is to integrate 

these with other devices. The Fabry-Perot laser’s dependence on facet polishing 

make it a discrete device by nature. By using a racetrack ring resonator topography, 

we are able to make an on chip laser with performance characteristics that are 

independent of sample preparation such as dicing and polishing. The device 

topography is shown in Figure 4-5. Feedback is achieved by wrapping the waveguide 

on-to itself forming a racetrack ring resonator. Another bus waveguide is brought 

into close proximity of the straight section of the racetrack resonator to form a 

directional coupler. In this chapter we present the design of racetrack lasers, and the 

continuous wave and mode locked lasing performance of fabricated devices.  

 
 

Figure 4-5. The layout of the racetrack resonator and photodetectors.   
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4.1 – Racetrack Laser Design 

Ring lasers and linear cavity lasers have subtle differences that affect the lasers 

characteristics, such as lasing threshold, differential efficiency, and output stability 

[1][2][3]. First of all, in linear cavity lasers, the forward propagating light is coupled 

to the backward propagating light through mirror reflections. In ring lasers, the 

clockwise propagating light is generally decoupled from the counter clockwise 

propagating light. This results in two major differences. First, the round trip cavity 

length of a ring laser is the circumference of the cavity, as opposed to twice the 

cavity length. This will affect the formulation of “mirror loss”, which will in turn alter 

the formulation for threshold current and differential efficiency.    The second result 

is that there is a degeneracy between these two modes and unless the degeneracy is 

broken by creating differential loss/gain between the modes or by coupling them 

into a single mode, they will compete with each other resulting in random mode 

hopping from one to the other [1][2][3].  

The amplitude of the round trip condition at threshold for racetrack lasers is written 

as follows: 

(Eq. - 4.1) 1 = √��
���	
����


� ����	��
������

� �����  

where T is the fraction of the power sent in to the directional coupler coming out of 

the through port contributing to feedback, <αi> is the modal loss, <gth> is the 
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threshold modal gain, and Lcavity is the circumference of the racetrack. Bend loss 

from the two circular portions of the racetrack is taken into account by adding the 

second exponential term where αbend is the additional loss from bends and Lbend is 

the length of the circular portions of the ring. This formulation can be modified by 

doing some simple algebra to give the following form:   

(Eq. - 4.2) ���� 
 =  ���
 + �� !"#
 + ��$%&'(!)
 

    = ���
 + � !"#
�����

�*��	�
+ +
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where the additional loss due to bends is defined as follows: 

(Eq. - 4.3)   �� !"#
 = � !"#
�����

�*��	�
 

Recall that for linear cavity lasers, the mirror loss is given by: 

(Eq. - 4.4)  ��0�))%)
 = .
�*��	�

ln .
√)1)�

 

where r1 and r2 are the reflection coefficients of the laser. For Ring lasers, the 

coupler loss is analogous to mirror loss with the following definition: 

(Eq. - 4.5)  ��$%&'(!)
 = +
�*��	�

ln .
√/ 

As you can see, rings introduce an additional of factor of 2 in <αcoupler>. With these 

changes, the racetrack laser threshold current is expressed as follows: 
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The laser differential efficiency is also modified and expressed as: 

(Eq. - 4.7)  C# = 9	�D*8;<=�4

�D	
E�D����
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Figure 4-6. The simulated additional loss due to bending as a function of radius for the 

fabricated hybrid waveguide structure 

 

In order to determine the desired T, the cavity length needs to be determined. The 

limiting factor for minimum cavity length of racetrack ring lasers is bend loss. 

Beamprop was used to calculate the bend loss as a function of bend radius (Figure 4-

6). Although the absolute bend loss numbers for this calculation are not always 

accurate, it does give a good idea where the bend loss begins to increase rapidly. We 

chose radii of 200 µm and 100 µm, since 200 µm is in the low loss regime while 100 

µm is a riskier design with a simulated loss of 12 cm
-1

. This brings the minimum 
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cavity length to 1256 µm and 628 µm with free spectral ranges of ~ 0.5 nm and ~1 

nm, respectively. 

We will focus on the radius = 200 µm devices when we design the lasers since they 

lie in our conservative bend loss regime. Figure 4-7 shows three plots of (a) 

threshold current, (b) differential efficiency, and (c) laser output power when driven 

at 300 mA as a function of cavity length and coupler through-port power (T). 

Although this plot neglects bend loss, we denote the low bend loss regime as being 

cavity lengths larger than 1256 µm and will only focus on that area. It can be seen 

from the panel (a) of the figure that at these lengths, varying T from 0.8 to 0.25 only 

increases the threshold by 20%. However, the power extraction increases by 60%.  

Thus, optimum coupler designs would have Ts in the range of 0.1 to 0.25. 
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Figure 4-7 – (a) Threshold current (b) Differential efficiency, and (c) Output power at 

I = 300 mA as a function of Length and coupler through - port power. This calculation 

neglects bend loss and is only valid in the low bend loss regime.    

  

4.1.1 - Directional Coupler Design 

The directional coupler is designed using coupled mode theory for two modes 

propagating in the same direction. As this topic is widely understood, the 

mathematical background of coupled mode theory will not be covered here, but can 
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be found in references [4][5]. Instead, a brief explanation of how to understand and 

design the directional coupler will be given here.  

 

Figure 4-8 - (a) The index profile for a single mode waveguide and the E-field profile for the 

guided mode. (b) The index profile for two single mode waveguides placed in close 

proximity to form a directional coupler and the E-field profile of the two guided modes.  

The index profile of a single mode waveguide and the corresponding E field mode 

profile are shown in Figure 4-8a. When two waveguides are placed in close proximity 

to form a directional coupler, the eigenmodes of this structure are no longer the 

same as those of the single waveguide (Figure 4-8b). The structure will have two 

supermodes; one will be even (mode 1), the other odd (mode 2) with propagation 

constants, β1 and β2, respectively. When light is launched into one of these 

waveguides, it is the superposition of these two super-modes (Figure 4-8c). As the 

light propagates down the directional coupler, these two modes propagate at 
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different phase velocities. After a certain propagation length, the two modes have a 

180 degree phase shift between them, resulting in a transfer of energy to the second 

waveguide (Figure 4-9a top). As the light continues to propagate, the phase 

difference will become 360 degrees, resulting in an energy transfer back again to the 

first waveguide. We assume the two waveguides to be identical, resulting in a 

sinusoidal transfer of energy from one waveguide to the other as a function of 

directional coupler length. Figure 4-9 illustrates this by showing the mode intensity 

profile (b), mode intensity plot (c) and the power in the left and right waveguide (d) 

as a function of propagation distance.    

Figure 4-9 – (a) Bottom – Mode profile at input of directional coupler where the two 

modes are in phase. Top – mode profile where two modes are out of phase by 180 

degrees. (b) Mode intensity slice profiles as a function of Z position in directional 

coupler (c) Mode intensity plot as a function of Z position in directional coupler (d) 

Power in left waveguide and right waveguide as a function of Z position in 

directional coupler. 
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The coupler beat length is defined as the coupler length in which 360 degrees of 

phase difference is accumulated between the two modes and is written as follows: 

(Eq. - 4.8)  F5!G� = +H
|J�KJ1| = L

|"�K"1| 

This length defines the periodicity of the coupler. The coupling power from one 

waveguide to the other can then be expressed as [6]: 

(Eq. - 4.9)   M = sin+ :π ��8;<=�4
�BRST

> 

while the through-port power is expressed as: 

(Eq. - 4.10)  � = 1 − sin+ :π ��8;<=�4
�BRST

> 

where Lcoupler is the coupler length. We design the coupler by calculating the 

refractive indices of the first two modes of the coupler structure, and using these 

three expressions. The target waveguide dimensions for this generation of devices 

were a waveguide height, width, and rib etch depth of 0.7 µm, 1.5 µm, and 0.5 µm, 

respectively. The minimum gap size was set at 0.6 µm based on the resolution of the 

stepper projection lithography we had available to us. This structure’s effective 

modal indices for the first and second coupler mode are 3.369, and 3.679 at 1600 

nm , respectively, resulting in a beat length of 1113 µm.  

Before finalizing coupler lengths, a few simulations were conducted to understand 

the sensitivity of the coupler performance to fabrication error. Figure 4-10a shows a 
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cross section schematic of the directional coupler. Since the directional coupler’s 

strength relies on the amount of evanescent coupling between the two waveguides, 

any dimension errors that influence the region in between the waveguides will alter 

the beat length. The beat lengths for three coupler dimension variations are plotted 

in Figure 4-10(b-c). Targeting errors in rib etch depth are intrinsic to this process 

since there is no chemically selective hard stop. This etch can be done with +/- 100 

nm precision (Figure 4-10b). The waveguide width always has a degree of targeting 

error due to small lithographic exposure variations. As the waveguide pattern is over 

exposed or under exposed, the two waveguide are effectively brought closer or 

farther apart. We assume that this can be controlled within +/- 50 nm (Figure 4-10c). 

Although the etch depth between the coupler is conducted at the same time as the 

rib etch depth, the small gap size may slow etch rate inside this narrow trench. This 

is assumed to be on the order of -100 nm (Figure 4-10c). These curves show that 

beat length should be within +1% and – 5% of the targeted value. This targeting 

error is relatively small compared to rib waveguide directional couplers made out of 

silicon since the evanescent coupling occurs primarily in the III-V region for these 

deep etched waveguides.  
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Figure 4-10 – (a) Directional coupler cross section. Beat length as a function of (b) rib etch 

depth, (c) waveguide width, and (d) coupler gap depth fabrication deviation. The target 

value is marked on each plot with a data point.  

4.1.2 – Device Dimensions 

The fabricated waveguide width, silicon height, and rib etch depth are 1.5 µm, 0.71 

µm, and 0.49 µm, respectively. The resulting confinement factors for the silicon 

waveguide region and quantum well regions were 59.5 %, and 5.2 %, respectively. 

Four device designs were fabricated with varying ring radius, and coupler lengths 

(Linteraction). Table 4-1 shows the device layout breakdown with the corresponding 
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cavity lengths (Lcavity). Figure 4-11 shows the calculated T value as a function of 

coupler length for the target dimensions and the +1% and -5% fabrication tolerance 

curves. We select coupler lengths of 400 µm and 600 µm in order to get Ts of 14 % 

to 20% and 1% to 6% for the 200 µm radius devices. Higher T values are chosen for 

the radius 100 µm devices in order to minimize losses. The straight sections of the 

racetrack ring are 700 µm long. The total cavity lengths are listed in Table 4-1 . 

 
Table 4-1 - Fabricated racetrack laser dimensions  

    

 
 Figure 4-11 – T versus coupler length. Ideal curve and +1% to -5% curves are shown to 

account for fabrication variation 

The laser power is collected into the two 440 µm long photodetectors.  These photo-

detectors have the same waveguide architecture as the hybrid laser, the only 
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difference being that they are reverse biased to collect photo-generated carriers. 

The fabricated device SEM is shown in Figure 4-12. 

 

Figure 4-12) A top view SEM micrograph of two racetrack resonator lasers. The racetrack 

resonator lasers on the top and bottom have radii of 200 and 100 µm, respectively  

  

4.2 - Continuous Wave Lasing 

The laser is driven by applying a positive bias voltage to the top p-probe contact 

while the optical power is measured by the two photodetectors on each side of the 

coupler. The photocurrent is measured while reverse biasing the photodetectors at -

5V. Since the testing of the lasers are done all on chip without polishing and dicing, 

the lasing spectrum is measured by collecting scattered light near the bends of the 

ring through a fiber probe. The entire silicon chip is mounted on a TEC controller 

which allows the operating temperature of the laser to be varied from 0 °C to 80 °C. 

The responsivity of the photodetectors was measured by dicing and polishing a 

discrete detector in the same chip and launching a laser light into the detector 
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through a lensed fiber. The fiber coupled responsivity was measured to be 0.25 A/W 

at 1580 nm. Taking into consideration the ~30% reflection off the waveguide facet 

and an estimated 5.25 +/- .25 dB coupling loss, we estimate the photodetector 

responsivity to be in the range of 1.25 - 1.11 A/W [7]. This corresponds to an internal 

quantum efficiency between 97%-86% and is comparable to the ~1 A/W responsivity 

of Ge on SOI waveguide photodetectors reported in reference [8]. We use a 

responsivity of 1.25 A/W in the remainder of this paper such that the laser power 

values are on the conservative side. The detector dark current was 200 µA.     

 
Figure 4-13. The LI curve for a racetrack laser with radius R = 200 µm, and Linteraction = 400 µm 

for various temperatures 

 

Figure 4-13 shows the measured total c.w. laser output power which is the sum of 

the optical power measured at both detectors as a function of injected current for 

various operating temperatures ranging from 15 to 60 °C for the laser with a ring 
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radius and coupling interaction length of 200 µm and 400 µm respectively. As can be 

seen from Fig. 4-13, the laser threshold is 175 mA with a maximum output power of 

29 mW at 15 °C. The maximum power is limited by the available drive current to the 

device. The laser has a 60 °C maximum lasing temperature with a characteristic 

temperature of 55 K. The laser has a threshold voltage of 1.75V and a series 

resistance of 3.5 ohms. 

Figure 4-14 shows the measured multi-mode lasing spectrum of the laser driven at 

240 mA. The spectrum was measured with an HP 70952A optical spectrum analyzer 

with a resolution bandwidth of 0.1 nm. The lasing wavelength is 1592.5 nm with a 

0.21 nm mode spacing corresponding to a group index of 3.67.    

 
Fig. 4-14. The hybrid racetrack laser spectrum taken at 240 mA for a R = 100 µm, Linteraction = 

400 µm 
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Table 4-2: Max power, differential efficiencies, threshold currents and maximum operating 

temperatures for the fabricated racetrack lasers 

 

Table 4-2 shows the maximum output powers, differential efficiencies, threshold 

currents, and maximum output temperatures of the four device designs. The 

threshold current for these devices can be reduced by shortening the cavity lengths. 

The proton implant profile could also be optimized for improved injection efficiency 

which would further lower threshold currents and increase the differential 

efficiency.     

Fig. 4-15: The experimental and fitted threshold currents for the four fabricated racetrack 

lasers  

 

The experimentally fitted threshold currents are shown in Fig. 4-15. The laser 

parameters, such as injection efficiency, and modal loss, were kept fixed from the 

threshold simulations made in the previous chapter. The additional bend loss for 200 
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µm and 100 µm bends were found to be 0 cm
-1

 and 50 cm
-1

, respectively. The 

discrepancy between the 45 cm
-1

 experimental bend loss and 12 cm
-1

 simulated 

bend loss for R = 100 µm data point may be attributed to the rapid change in that 

region of the simulated curve or the absence of sidewall roughness in the 

simulation. Small deviations in the exact index values can cause significant changes 

in the simulated values. 

4.2.2 – Unidirectional C.W. lasing 

Mode hopping between the degenerate clockwise and the counterclockwise 

propagating modes is traditionally a problem for ring lasers. Since these two modes 

have spatially separated outputs, mode competition can be observed by looking at 

the L-I curves of the individual modes. The mode hopping produces kinks in the 

single output L-I curves, as seen in the top panel of Fig. 4-16.  This can be overcome 

and unidirectional lasing achieved by seeding one mode over the other with an 

external light source.  We demonstrate an integrated version of this by forward 

biasing one the photo-detectors to use as an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 

light source.  Here the detector on the left of the laser (shown in Fig. 4-5) is forward 

biased and used to seed the racetrack laser. As light is generated in the ASE source, 

the photon density of the counter clockwise propagating mode is greater than the 

photon density of the clockwise propagating mode, creating a differential in the 

amount of stimulated emission occurring in these two modes. This ultimately leads 
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to controlled unidirectional lasing [9].  Fig. 4-16 shows the LI curve for the counter 

clockwise mode at three forward current levels on the left “detector” for the R = 100 

µm, Linteraction = 100 µm device. It can be seen that at 50 mA forward detector 

current, the output power is unstable due to mode hopping. At 75 mA forward 

detector current, this L-I becomes smoother, and at 100 mA, the counter clockwise 

propagating mode achieves stable lasing.        

 
Figure 4-16. The LI curve for the clockwise lasing mode for three forward bias currents for 

the photodiode on the left of a laser with R = 100 µm, and Linteraction = 100 µm. 

 

4.3 - Mode Locked Racetrack Lasers 

Mode locked lasers operate by lasing in many modes simultaneously. These modes 

are phase correlated giving unique spectral and temporal properties. In the time 
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domain, their modes add up constructively and destructively such that the laser 

outputs short pulses with a fixed repetition rate. In the spectral domain, the laser 

outputs a stable frequency comb. These properties allow mode locked lasers to be 

used as a short pulse source for optical time division multiplexing (OTDM) 

applications, or a frequency comb source for wavelength division multiplexing 

(WDM) sources. The racetrack resonator topography is particularly interesting for 

mode locked lasing since its feedback is inherently broadband, allowing for lasing in 

many modes. Additionally, they are independent of facet preparation, so their 

repetition frequency can be controlled very precisely through lithography and they 

can be integrated with other photonic devices [10][11][12][13].   

 

 
Figure 4-17: Scanning electron micrograph of a racetrack mode locked silicon evanescent 

laser. 

 

We fabricated mode locked racetrack lasers by adding an electrically isolated 30 µm 

long saturable absorber inside the racetrack cavity as shown in Figure 4-17. The gain 

section is separated into two sections with lengths of 1.13 mm and 1.467 mm to 
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allow for another degree of freedom in device performance control. These sections 

are separated by 10 µm long unpumped regions that have undergone proton 

implantation to achieve electrical isolation [14]. The two gain sections 1 and 2 are 

both forward biased in parallel at 410 mA. The device was operated in two modes: 

passive mode-locked and hybrid mode-locked. In passive mode locking a DC bias is 

applied to the saturable absorber in order to adjust the carrier lifetime in the 

saturable absorber, ultimately tuning the response on the saturable absorber. We 

use a DC bias of -0.66 volts in the data reported here, unless noted otherwise. In 

hybrid mode-locking, an additional RF signal is applied with the DC bias in order to 

actively gate the saturable absorber at the mode locked laser repetition rate. Mode-

locking occurs via colliding pulse mode-locking (CPM) with clockwise and counter 

clockwise pulses colliding simultaneously in the saturable absorber at a rate ~30 GHz 

as determined by the following expression: 

(Eq. - 4.11)  V)!'!����%" ≈ $
"�48;<�*��	�

 

where c, ngroup, and Lcavity are the speed of light, the group index, and the round trip 

cavity length, respectively. Light is coupled out of the resonator through a 400 µm 

long directional coupler. The coupler output facets were diced, polished, and anti-

reflection coated with a single layer quarter wavelength Ta2O5 dielectric coating. The 

clockwise lasing pulses are coupled out of the resonator into a reverse biased 

section of active region acting as an anti-reflection absorber. The counter-clockwise 
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lasing pulses are coupled out of the resonator and amplified through an integrated 

SOA before being collected by a lensed fiber. The output amplifier is biased at 47 mA 

producing an estimated ~4dB of gain based on the current density and length. The 

coupling loss was measured to be 13 dB by reverse biasing the amplifier and 

measuring the detected photocurrent and comparing this to the fiber coupled 

output power. In order to avoid removal of critical device components, facet 

polishing was minimal, leading to poor facet quality and the resulting higher 

coupling losses than previously reported [15]. The device is temperature stabilized 

on a stage held at 10 °C. 

  
Figure 4-18: Racetrack ML-SEL experimental set up. 

 

 

The device characteristic measurement set up allows simultaneous monitoring of 

the pulse train in the wavelength domain, time domain, and RF frequency domain, 

as shown in Figure 4-18. The ML-SEL pulses were collected by a lensed fiber and 

amplified through an EDFA. The signal is first split with 50% going to an optical 

spectrum analyzer, and the other 50% to a second 50/50 splitter. The outputs of the 

second splitter are sent to an autocorrelator and through a 1.2 nm wide tunable 
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notch filter to a 40 GHz bandwidth photodetector. The electrical signal from the 

photodetector is sent to a DC - 41 GHz RF spectrum analyzer.  

4.3.2 - Experimental Results 

When all sections (gain 1, gain 2, and the saturable absorber) are connected and 

forward biased together in parallel, the laser threshold was measured to be 250 mA. 

The autocorrelator pulse traces for passive mode-locking and hybrid modelocking 

are showed in Figure 4-19a. It can be seen that traces under these two modes of 

operation are almost identical. The auto-correlated pulse width was measured at 10 

ps. A 7 ps pulse width is estimated by assuming a Gaussian pulse shape. The pulse 

width as a function of saturable absorber bias is shown in Figure 4-19b, with a 

minimum at the reported bias of -0.66V. The average power of the counter 

clockwise pulses is measured at 1.92 mW by reverse biasing the right SOA and 

measuring the collected photocurrent. We assume 100% internal quantum 

efficiency for the SOA acting as a photodetector to underestimate the power of the 

laser. This corresponds to a peak pulse power of 8.57 mW by taking into account the 

repetition rate of the laser and Gaussian pulse shape. The optical spectrum under 

passive and hybrid mode-locking is shown in Figure 4-20. It can be seen that the 

spectrum does not change noticeably between these two mode-locking modes. The 

optical spectrum is centered at 1588.75 nm has a 0.5 nm spectral width. This 
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corresponds to a time bandwidth product of 0.42, indicating that the pulses are 

transform limited.  

 
(a)                                                                       (b) 

Figure 4-19: (a) Passive mode-locked and hybrid mode-locked autocorrelation trace.(b) De-

convolved pulse width versus saturable absorber bias.    

 

 
Figure 4-20: The passive and hybrid mode-locked optical spectrum.  The spectrum does not 

change noticeably between the two mode-locking modes. 

 

The RF spectrum is shown in Figure 4-21a under passive and hybrid mode locking 

with a 13 dBm 30.35 GHz RF signal. It can be seen that for hybrid mode locking, the 

RF spectrum narrows substantially, indicating a large reduction in signal jitter. Figure 

5b shows the passively mode locked and actively mode locked RF spectrum over a 
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range of 40 GHz. It can be seen that the extinction ratio between the 30 GHz tone 

and the device relaxation resonance is greater than 45 dB, giving clear evidence of 

mode locking. In addition, the 30 GHz tone is greater than 40 dB above the 

measurement noise floor. The absolute timing jitter was calculated by integrating 

two times the single sideband noise of the mode locking RF peak. Figure 4-22 shows 

the jitter under hybrid mode locking versus the upper integration limit. It can be 

seen that for the frequency range of 1 kHz to 100 MHz offset from the repetition 

frequency, the laser has an absolute jitter of 364 fs which is well below the ITU 

specification of 3.3ps for digital transmission at a 30 GHz repetition rate (0.1 times 

the bit period).  

 
(a)               (b) 

Figure 4-21: (a) RF spectrum of passively and hybridly locked mode locked laser measured 

with a 10 kHz resolution bandwidth. (b) Wide RF spectrum of the MLL under passive locking 

(green) and hybrid locking (blue).  
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Figure 4-22: Jitter shown for single side band integration ranges from 1 kHz to 100 MHz. 

 

The dependence of the hybrid mode locked performance on drive power when 

driven with the fundamental (30 GHz) drive frequency is shown in Fig. 4-23. As 

expected, the jitter reduces while the locking range increases with RF power with a 

maximum measured locking range of 50 MHz at 13.5 dBm. Since the cavity length is 

lithographically defined, only variations in the repetition rate detuning or group 

index of refraction can cause inconsistencies in the repetition rate among different 

devices. These inconsistencies could result from material variations, waveguide 

dimension variations, or other processing inconsistencies, but are likely to be very 

small for devices with the same design. The locking range of this device should easily 

compensate for any variation among different devices and fabrication process runs.  

It is likely that much lower locking ranges, such as those for low RF injection powers, 

would also be sufficient to achieve precise, repeatable mode locking frequencies 

using this type of device. 
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Figure 4-23: Jitter measured with a 1 kHz-100 MHz integration range and locking 

range versus RF powers for fundamental and sub-harmonic synchronization. 

 

4.4 - Summary  

Racetrack lasers based on this second generation structure were presented in this 

chapter. The lasers operated continuous wave with a maximum output power of 29 

mW and a maximum operating temperature of 60 °C. Mode locked operation was 

demonstrated with a repetition rate, and pulse width of 30 GHz, and 7 ps, 

respectively. Both passive and hybrid mode-locking have been achieved with the 

hybrid mode-locking showing a minimum jitter of 364 fs, making it well within the 

ITU specifications for digital data transmission. 
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Chapter 5 –Distributed Feedback Silicon Evanescent 

Lasers 

Although Fabry-Perot and long diameter racetrack ring lasers may have 15 db or so 

of side-mode suppression under certain CW operating conditions, this condition 

degrades under high current injection. These lasers also suffer from strong 

wavelength chirp when modulated, leading to high chromatic dispersion though 

optical fibers, ultimately limiting their bandwidth-distance product. Distributed 

feedback lasers are attractive for optical communications since they have a single 

longitudinal mode output and their short cavity lengths allow for low threshold 

currents while still producing output powers in the mW regime [1]. Since their 

output wavelength is determined by grating pitch, their chirp is much smaller than 

Fabry Perot’s and their wavelength can be controlled very accurately for use in 

wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) applications. Figure 1 shows a concept for a 

silicon terabit transmitter utilizing hybrid integration. 25 distributed feedback lasers, 

each spaced at a frequency spacing of 100 GHz, are externally modulated at 40 Gb/s 

[2] and then multiplexed together into a single waveguide to form a wavelength 

division multiplexed 1 Tb/s data stream. Although micro-disk lasers yield single 

wavelength output, their wavelength selection is determined by the round trip 

cavity length; a parameter strongly dependent on fabrication variations, making 

wavelength targeting a challenge. In addition, their small size leads to high thermal 

impedance, which currently limits their maximum demonstrated continuous wave 



 

operating temperature on silicon to 20 °C

hand, are more dependent on grating periodicity rather than duty cycle for 

wavelength selection, giving them 

Optically pumped III-V distributed feedback (DFB) membrane lasers on silicon

insulator (SOI) have been demonstrated with

[4]. In this chapter, we present the use of distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) to 

realize electrically pumped 

for wavelength selectivity

fabrication of gratings while the remainder of the chapter focuses on 

demonstration of a DFB silicon e

Fig. 5-1 - A proposed silicon terabit transmitter with 25 DFB

Gb/s. 
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operating temperature on silicon to 20 °C [3]. Grating based lasers, on the other 

hand, are more dependent on grating periodicity rather than duty cycle for 

ngth selection, giving them increased wavelength targeting

V distributed feedback (DFB) membrane lasers on silicon

have been demonstrated with maximum output powers of 125 n

In this chapter, we present the use of distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) to 

electrically pumped distributed feedback (DFB) silicon evanescent lasers

for wavelength selectivity. The first part of the chapter discusses the design and 

fabrication of gratings while the remainder of the chapter focuses on 

DFB silicon evanescent laser.  

silicon terabit transmitter with 25 DFB-SELs externally modulated at 40 

. Grating based lasers, on the other 

hand, are more dependent on grating periodicity rather than duty cycle for 

wavelength targeting tolerance. 

V distributed feedback (DFB) membrane lasers on silicon-on-

maximum output powers of 125 nW 

In this chapter, we present the use of distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) to 

silicon evanescent lasers [5] 

The first part of the chapter discusses the design and 

fabrication of gratings while the remainder of the chapter focuses on the 

 

SELs externally modulated at 40 
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5.1 – Bragg Grating Design and Fabrication 

Bragg gratings are periodic structures whose refractive indices alternate periodically 

along the direction of propagation. As light propagates down this structure, 

reflections occur at the interfaces between the layers where there is a change in the 

refractive index, coupling the forward and backward propagating waves. The 

coupling of the forward and backward propagating waves in this structure, creates 

an anti-resonant condition where light with wavelengths of integer multiples of 

twice the grating period are off resonance with the structure and are therefore 

reflected with the greatest magnitude. This is expressed by the Bragg condition at 

normal incidence in Eq. 5-1 [6]:    

(Eq. 5-1)   �� = 2Λ 

where �, and Λ are the wavelength of light in the material and the period of the 

grating respectively. The variable, m, denotes the order of the grating. In this work 

we focus on first order gratings, where m is equal to 1, since these structures are 

less sensitive to variations in duty cycle. Gratings in waveguides are realized by 

modulating the waveguide effective index down the direction of propagation. This 

can be done either by modulating the waveguide width or height. Figure 5-2 (a) 

shows a diagram of the grating structure in our DFB-SELs. We create a periodic index 

variation by etching a surface corrugation on the top surface of the silicon 

waveguide. The III-V structure is bonded to the top of this waveguide to provide 



 

gain. The coupled mode theory 

reference [7], and will not be reviewed here. 

equations to calculate the behavior of our fabricated gratings.

Fig 5-2 – (a) DFB-SEL longitudinal cross section diagram (b) Scanning electron microscope 

image of DFB-SEL longitudinal cross section.

   

The reflection of the grating per unit length is the grating coupling constant

square wave index profile, 

(Eq 5-2)   

where Δ�, and ��	 are the difference in index between the two regions, and the 

mean index between the two regions

defined as the ratio between the length of the higher index region over the length of 

the grating.  
 is useful for the characterization of gratings for DFBs and 

Bragg reflectors (DBRs). 
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coupled mode theory analysis of Bragg gratings is covered extensively in 

, and will not be reviewed here. Instead, we will use widely known 

equations to calculate the behavior of our fabricated gratings.  

SEL longitudinal cross section diagram (b) Scanning electron microscope 

SEL longitudinal cross section. 

f the grating per unit length is the grating coupling constant

square wave index profile, 
 is expressed as follows: 

 
 =
�

�

�

��	
sin�� �  � � �� 

are the difference in index between the two regions, and the 

mean index between the two regions, respectively. The grating duty cycle, 

defined as the ratio between the length of the higher index region over the length of 

for the characterization of gratings for DFBs and 

 For example, a high 
 grating will give a higher reflectivity 

overed extensively in 

Instead, we will use widely known 

 

SEL longitudinal cross section diagram (b) Scanning electron microscope 

f the grating per unit length is the grating coupling constant, 
. For a 

are the difference in index between the two regions, and the 

The grating duty cycle, �, is 

defined as the ratio between the length of the higher index region over the length of 

for the characterization of gratings for DFBs and distributed 

grating will give a higher reflectivity 
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than a low 
 grating for the same number of grating periods due to the higher index 

contrast achieved at each of the interfaces.    

The gratings are formed by depositing a 50 nm PECVD SiO2 hard mask onto the un-

patterned silicon on insulator wafer. The hard mask is patterned with electron-beam 

lithography and inductively coupled plasma dry etching to form a ~25 nm surface 

corrugated grating with a 238 nm pitch and 71 % duty cycle. The grating stop-band is 

designed at around 1600 nm, in order to account for the spectral shift seen in 

devices due to device heating, as described in Chapter 3 and 4. Next, silicon 

waveguides are formed by depositing a 200 nm SiO2 hard mask and patterning with 

projection lithography and a second ICP dry etch. The silicon waveguide has a width, 

height, and rib etch depth of 1.5 µm, 0.7 µm, and 0.5 µm, respectively. This yields a 

quantum well confinement factor of 5.2% and a silicon confinement factor of 59.2%. 

The III-V structure was then bonded to the silicon wafer and processed as described 

in Chapter 2. Figure 5-2 (b) shows a cross sectional scanning electron microscope 

image of the fabricated device. The effective indicies of the unetched and etched 

regions calculated using the film mode matching (FMM) method are found to be 

3.3688 and 3.3441, respectively. This results in a grating κ of ~ 247 cm
-1

. The κ of 

these gratings are large when compared to the 73 cm
-1

 κ of surface corrugated 

gratings on passive silicon rib waveguides of similar dimensions since the index 

difference between air and silicon is quite large and the index perturbation is 
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located near the center of the optical mode. The grating is 340 µm long with a ¼ 

wavelength shift in the center of the grating. The grating is essentially a 1-D photonic 

band gap structure, with a band gap at the Bragg wavelength. By adding a ¼ 

wavelength shift at the center of the structure, we create a defect in this structure, 

allowing for a mode to exist in the center of the laser at the Bragg wavelength. 

Typical DFBs are designed to have 
� of 1 for critical coupling, where L is the length 

of the grating [8]. Since we want to minimize thermal impedance by keeping the 

device a little longer, and these hybrid gratings have an intrinsically high 
, we 

operate in a higher regime where 
�  = 8. This number should be reduced in future 

generations, for improved power extraction and higher differential quantum 

efficiency.    

5.2 – Distributed Feedback Silicon Evanescent Laser 

The top of Figure 5-3 shows the device layout. The DFB-SEL consists of a 200 µm 

long gain region. 80 µm long tapers are formed by linearly narrowing the III-V mesa 

region above the silicon waveguide. This adiabatically transforms the mode from the 

hybrid waveguide to the passive silicon waveguide resulting in losses on the order of 

1.2 dB per taper and reflections on the order of 6 x 10
-4

 [9]. Two tapers are placed 

on both ends of this gain region and are also electrically pumped, contributing to a 

small amount of optical gain. Silicon evanescent photo-detectors are placed on both 

sides of the laser in order to enable on-chip testing of the DFB-SEL performance. The 



 

photo-detectors are 240 

to the right is place 400 microns away in order to allow room for dicing and polishing 

for off chip spectral tests. 

Fig 5-3 – (top) DFB-SEL device layout. (bottom) Microscope image of DFB

silicon evanescent photo-detectors.

 

The spontaneous emission spectrum can be used to extract device parameters, such 

as the effective indices, the group index, the amount of phase shift in the center of 

the DFB, and 
 from the DFB. The spontaneous emission out of one facet can be 

calculated as follows [10]

 (Eq 5-3)  
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detectors are 240 µm long including the two 80 µm long tapers. The detector 

00 microns away in order to allow room for dicing and polishing 

for off chip spectral tests.  

SEL device layout. (bottom) Microscope image of DFB-SEL and integrated 

detectors. 

The spontaneous emission spectrum can be used to extract device parameters, such 

as the effective indices, the group index, the amount of phase shift in the center of 

from the DFB. The spontaneous emission out of one facet can be 

[10]: 

 ������� =
��
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m long tapers. The detector 

00 microns away in order to allow room for dicing and polishing 

 

SEL and integrated 

The spontaneous emission spectrum can be used to extract device parameters, such 

as the effective indices, the group index, the amount of phase shift in the center of 

from the DFB. The spontaneous emission out of one facet can be 
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where ℎ is the Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, and +,-is the population 

inversion factor. %�� and %�& are the scattering matrix elements of the device and 

can easily calculated as a function of wavelength by first using transmission matrices 

for each element of the DFB, and converting the total transmission matrix to a 

scattering matrix as described in [11]. There are naturally many parameters that go 

into the %�� and %�&  elements, so it is important to know what values can be 

determined. The grating period, duty cycle, and length are easily measured via SEM 

once the device is fabricated. �./	 and �0	 are replaced with a �01221�3/41	 term 

where: 

(Eq 5-4)  �01221�3/41	 = �0	 ( �./	 

since they cannot be experimentally decoupled from this particular measurement.  

The experimental data is then fit with theory by minimizing the error between the 

two. It is important to understand how the variables change the simulation, in order 

to get a good fit. In general, 
 determines the width of the grating stop-band, the 

group index determines the periodicity of the features outside the stop-band, the 

effective index determines the lateral position of the simulated curve, �01221�3/41	 

determines the amplitude variation, and the phase delay, 56121�3, in the quarter 

wavelength section determines the position of the defect relative to the stop-band.    
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Figure 5-4 – The calculated and measured spontaneous emission spectrum at a 20 mA 

current injection level and 15 °C stage temperature.  

 

�01221�3/41	 
 �1221�3/41  �789:- 56121�3 

4 250 cm
-1 

3.3504 4 
1.4 �

�

4
 

Table 5-1 - Extracted device parameters from spontaneous emission simulation shown in 

Fig. 5-4 

 

Our structure was simplified by assuming that the mesa region maintains its width 

(with no taper) throughout the length of the device. Even though this simplification 

neglects the chirp and change of 
 in the grating under the taper, and the change in 

modal gain as the mode is pushed into the silicon under the taper, we still have 

sufficient agreement between theory and experiment (Figure 5-4) to get a ball park 

idea of the extracted parameters. The deviation between theory and experiment 

within the stop band of grating is partially attributed to the noise floor of the 

Alexander Spott
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spectrum analyzer. The extracted parameters are shown in Table 5-1. It can be seen 

that the value of 
 is not too far off from the value calculated at the beginning of the 

chapter. The ¼ wavelength shift is actually larger than originally designed for, since 

the duty cycle of the grating came out to 70% instead of 50%, resulting in more un-

etched region than we intended.  

 

Figure 5-5 – L-I-V curve for stage temperatures of 10 °C to 50 °C. 

 

The light-current (L-I) characteristics of the DFB-SEL are measured on chip by 

collecting light out of both sides of the laser with integrated silicon evanescent 

photo-detectors. To determine the laser power output, we assume 100% internal 

quantum efficiency of the photodetectors in order to conservatively assess the laser 

performance. It can be seen from Figure 5-5 that at 10 °C, the lasing threshold is 25 

mA with a maximum output power of 5.4 mW. The maximum lasing temperature is 
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50 °C. The secondary y axis of figure 5-5 shows a voltage-current curve. The laser 

turn on is ~1.8 V and the laser has a 13 ohm device series resistance.  

The lasing spectrum is taken by dicing off the right photo-detector, polishing, and 

anti-reflection coating the silicon waveguide output facet. Light is collected with a 

lensed fiber into an HP spectrum analyzer with a 0.08 nm resolution bandwidth. 

Figure 5-6 shows the spectrum with a 10 nm span with the laser being driven at 90 

mA. The laser has a lasing peak of 1599.3 nm and a side-mode suppression ratio of 

50 dB. It can be seen from the inset that the laser operates single mode over a 100 

nm span. 

 

Figure 5-6 - The CW lasing spectrum at 90 mA injection current with a 50 dB side mode  

extinction ratio. (inset) The CW lasing spectrum over a 100 nm span showing single mode 

lasing. Both spectra are taken at a 15 °C stage temperature. 
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The thermal impedance, ZT, of the laser was determined by measuring the lasing 

peak shift as a function of electrical dissipated power (injection current x device 

voltage) under continuous operation, and as a function of stage temperature under 

pulsed operation as described in Ref [12].  Figure 5-7a shows the spectral shift under 

CW operation for various current levels. It can be seen that the laser stays single 

mode throughout the various current injection levels. Figure 5-7b shows the 

corresponding plot of wavelength versus electrical dissipated power with a 12.849 

nm/W slope (dλ/dP). Figure 5-7c shows the change in lasing wavelength under 

pulsed operation as a function a stage temperature. dλ/dT is measured at 0.0971 

nm/°C. The resulting thermal impedance is 132 °C/W. This value is higher than the 

40 °C/W measured on 850 µm long Fabry-Perot SELs but scales appropriately with 

the DFB-SEL’s short device length of 360 µm.  
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Figure 5-7 (a) Continuous wave lasing spectrum for various current levels. (b) Continuous 

wave lasing wavelength versus electrical dissipated power. (c) Pulsed lasing wavelength 

versus stage temperature.  
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Figure 5-8 – Laser line width measurement experimental set up  

 

The laser line width is measured by using the delayed-self heterodyne method 

[13] as shown in Figure 5-8. A low noise current source is used to drive the laser in 

conjunction with a 1000 µF capacitor in parallel to filter out AC variations in the 

electrical drive since this measurement is very sensitive to the noise and stability of 

the system.  The laser light is collected into a lensed fiber and amplified with a 

cascaded EDFA and L-band amplifier. Since the output wavelength is out of the 

EDFA’s amplification range, the ASE generated from the EDFA is used as an optical 

pump for the L-Band amplifier, where the laser signal is amplified. Most of the ASE is 

filtered out with a 5 nm wide tunable band pass filter. The light is then modulated 

with a lithium niobate modulator at 5 GHz to generate Lorentzian sidebands 5 GHz 

away from the laser signal. The signal is passed through a fiber interferometer with a 

3.5 microsecond delay. This delay limits the resolution of the line width 

measurement to 285 KHz since the resolution is the inverse of the time delay. The 

light is then collected into a photodetector in HP lightwave analyzer. The RF beat 

signal from the photodetector is measured at 5 GHz on the lightwave analyzer with a 

50 KHz resolution bandwidth. Figure 5-9a shows the minimum measured self 
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heterodyned trace width to be 7.16 MHz corresponding to a 3.6 MHz linewidth, a 

typical value for commercial DFB lasers. The line width versus inverse output power 

is shown in figure 5-9b with the expected 1/P slope [14].  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-9 (a) Delayed-self heterodyned line width trace at 1.8 mW laser output power. (b) 

The laser line width versus the inverse laser output power.  
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5.3 - Summary 

We have demonstrated a single wavelength electrically pumped distributed 

feedback silicon evanescent laser operating at 1600 nm. The laser threshold is 25 

mA, and has a maximum output power of 5.4 mW at 10 °C with a maximum lasing 

temperature of 50 °C. The 50 dB of side mode suppression and 3.6 MHz line width, 

are comparable to commercial III-V DFB lasers, and can be used in conjunction with 

high speed silicon modulators and low loss multiplexors to create wavelength 

division multiplexed transmitters on silicon.  
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Chapter 6 – Summary and Future work 

The work presented in this dissertation lays down a foundation for the realization of 

electrically driven laser sources on silicon that can be manufactured in high volumes 

at low cost. The key to our approach is the transfer of un-patterned crystalline III-V 

materials to silicon waveguides through wafer bonding to create devices that utilize 

both silicon guiding and evanescently coupled III-V gain. This approach differs from 

the conventional die attach of III-V lasers by moving the < 1 µm precision alignment 

steps required during bonding, to post bonding III-V processing, allowing for 

alignment free bonding. This subtle difference allows for hundreds of lasers to be 

fabricated in a single bond step. The laser properties are tailored by the silicon 

waveguide, defining the active region confinement factor and emission properties 

though the topographic layout and/or the fabrication of silicon gratings. The major 

achievements of this work include: 1) the design and demonstration of optically 

pumped hybrid silicon evanescent lasers illustrating that evanescently coupled gain 

can allow for lasing in waveguides defined in silicon; 2) the first demonstration of 

electrically pumped Fabry-Perot silicon evanescent lasers along with a second 

generation of improved lasers; 3) the demonstration of racetrack ring lasers with 

integrated photodetectors operating in continuous wave and mode locked; and 4) 

the demonstration of distributed feedback lasers for wavelength division 

multiplexing applications by patterning gratings in the silicon region prior to 

bonding.    
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 6.1 –Summary 

The first demonstration of a silicon evanescent laser was an optically pumped Fabry 

Perot laser [1]. The device consisted of a III-V epitaxial layer structure with 5 

quantum wells transferred to a silicon waveguide. No patterning was done on the III-

V region. When optically pumped through the III-V region above the silicon 

waveguide, a lasing mode was observed through the output facet. Regions with no 

silicon waveguide did not lase, showing the influence of the silicon on the lasing 

properties of the device. In addition, a few waveguide widths were fabricated and 

the mode profile dependence on waveguide width was observed, showing the ability 

to tailor the modal properties on silicon processing [2]. The waveguides wider than 

1.5 µm showed multiple lateral mode lasing. The 4 µm wide devices operated with 

an optically pumped threshold of 23 mW with a maximum fiber coupled output of 

4.5 mW and lasing up to 60 °C.  

Electrically pumped silicon evanescent lasers were developed with the learning from 

the optically pumped proof of concept lasers. The structure was slightly modified 

with a reduction of the SCH/Absorber region, since the optical pump was no longer 

being used. This change and an increase in quantum well number to 8 allowed the 

increase in silicon confinement factor from ~ 40% to ~65% while still maintaining a 

3-5% quantum well confinement factor.  Doping was also added to the structure to 

allow for electrical injection. Initial devices were fabricated without lateral current 
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confinement, and utilized insulator aperturing beneath contact pads. These devices 

were used to verify the electrical characteristics and light generation properties of 

the device. In addition, they showed lasing under pulsed operation, illustrating the 

need for lateral current confinement to achieve CW operation.  

Lateral current confinement was created in the structure by selectively implanting 

H+ ions to define a current channel above the waveguides in the p type InP regions. 

Continuous wave lasing was demonstrated with lasing thresholds of 65 mA, 

maximum output powers of ~20 mW, and a maximum operating of 40 °C [3]. Heat 

extraction through the 2 µm thick lower silicon dioxide cladding and the parasitic 

series resistance from the placement of n contacts 15 µm away from the optical 

mode was seen as the limiting factor in the device performance. A second 

generation of devices with a reduced buried oxide thickness of 1 µm and n-contact 

distance of 8 µm away from the optical mode was demonstrated. Although this 

generation of devices was designed to have improved thermal impedance, the 

narrowing of the mesa region simultaneously increased the thermal impedance 

leading to no net change. The second generation devices had a maximum power 

output of 28 mW with a maximum lasing temperature of 45 °C; a 5 °C improvement 

in maximum operating temperature. 

Since the optically pumped Fabry-Perot laser and 2 generations of electrically 

pumped Fabry-Perot lasers all depended on facet polishing to define their cavities, 
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they are intrinsically discrete and cannot be integrated with other devices. Racetrack 

lasers were demonstrated in order to illustrate the ability to make on-chip lasers and 

to show integration with photodetectors[4]. This also demonstrates the flexibility of 

the silicon evanescent waveguide platform over other hybrid integration 

approaches. Since we utilize the silicon in the device, we are able to fabricate 

structures that are more complex and have more functionality than the microdisk 

and Fabry-Perot lasers demonstrated by III-V membrane devices on silicon. The 

photodetectors have the identical waveguide structure as the laser and are added to 

the rings with no additional fabrication steps. The racetrack laser operated 

continuous wave with a threshold of 175 mA, a maximum output power of 29 mW, 

and a maximum operating temperature of 60 °C. Mode locked operation was also 

demonstrated by adding a saturable absorber section inside the cavity with a 

repetition rate, and pulse width of 30 GHz, and 7 ps, respectively [5]. Both passive 

and hybrid mode-locking have been achieved with the hybrid mode-locking showing 

a minimum jitter well within the ITU specification for digital transmission of 364 fs 

for 30 GHz data rates. 

The final device demonstration presented in this work is the distributed feedback 

silicon evanescent laser[6]. Single wavelength lasers are one of the fundamental 

components in wavelength division multiplexed optical systems. The gratings for this 

device were fabricated in the silicon waveguide prior to bonding, reinforcing the fact 

that the silicon processing defines the laser cavity and performance. Current III-V 
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DFB gratings are fabricated by utilizing holographic lithography since projection 

lithography machines in III-V fabrication facilities do not have the resolution to make 

~240 nm pitch gratings. Since these gratings have the same period across the wafer, 

they need to use techniques such as wave guide width variations in order to have an 

array of multiple wavelengths on a single die. Although this demonstration utilized 

e-beam lithography in a university cleanroom, it can be directly translated to a 

CMOS fabrication facility. State of the art CMOS lithography has a minimum feature 

size of 50 nm, allowing for the fabrication of gratings on silicon with excellent 

uniformity across the wafer, high repeatability, and the ability to lithographically 

implement quarter wavelength shifts inside the cavity.  The DFB SELs lased with a 

maximum output power, threshold current and maximum operating temperature of 

5.4 mW, 25 mA, and 50 °C, respectively.  

6.2 - Future Directions 

Continued research in silicon evanescent lasers can be divided in the following areas: 

1) optimization of the waveguide structure to improve laser performance in the area 

of minimizing drive current while still maintaining output levels in the 10s of mW 

range, extending the maximum operating temperature, 2) the development of ways 

to achieve multiple band gaps structures to create more complex lasers with tunable 

phase sections or cascaded electro absorption modulators, and 3) exploring the new 

hybrid design space of low loss silicon waveguides with high gain III-Vs to create 
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integrated devices that do not currently exist on a purely III-V or purely silicon 

platform to date.       

The devices presented in this dissertation utilized relatively low confinement factors 

in the quantum well region (~ 3 – 5 %) in order to still allow for high confinements 

over the silicon waveguide. Laser thresholds can be reduced by increasing the 

quantum well confinement to 10% and greater while still achieving high coupling 

efficiency to passive silicon waveguides using taper structures in the III-V and silicon 

regions. This in conjunction with reductions in cavity lengths and improvements in 

injection efficiency can further reduce these thresholds to achieve thresholds on the 

order of 1-10 mA. In Chapter 3, we showed that the injection efficiency for 

continuous wave operation was 51%. This is primarily limited by pumping active 

regions that have no overlap with the optical mode. By optimizing carrier profile in 

the active region overlap with the optical mode profile, the efficiency could be 

substantially increased to values greater than 85%. This can be done by first 

reducing the width of the proton implant defined current channel in p mesa from 

the current 4 µm value to channel widths between 0.5 to 1.5 µm. In addition, the 

depth of the proton implant profile can be optimized to minimize the amount of 

current profile spreading before the carriers flow into the quantum wells. 

Alternatively, other current lateral confinement schemes can be implemented 

without the use of proton implant. Figure 6-1a illustrates a scheme where the p-

mesa region is etched close to the SCH region to provide a similar channeling effect. 
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This structure would have to be carefully designed as the mode profile would change 

with this etch. The lateral heat extraction would also be reduced but could be 

overcome with the proper contact and top heat sink design. Figure 6-1b shows a 

current confinement structure utilizing a selective etches of the SCH region to create 

a current aperture. Similar aperture structures have been demonstrated in VCSELs 

[7]. The mechanical strength of this structure may be weakened by this under etch, 

but can be reinforced with oxides or polymers. Alternatively, selective oxidation of 

the SCH can also provide the same type of current aperture without adding 

mechanical instability, as shown in Figure 6-1c.   

 

Figure 6-1: Alternative lateral current confinement structures through (a) mesa definintion, 

(b) a SCH undercut aperture, and (c) a SCH oxidation aperture. 

 

The epitaxial layer structure can also be modified to increase the injection efficiency. 

Figure 6-2 shows the band structure of our device with the addition of an electron 

blocking layer. In Chapter 3, we described the carrier flow through this structure 

with holes injected from the left of the diagram (p mesa side), and electrons injected 

from the right side. Electrons that escape from the quantum wells, can flow into the 

SCH reducing the overall injection efficiency. The addition of an extra layer, an 
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electron blocking layer, between the SCH and the quantum wells with a high 

conduction band offset and low valence band offset would be useful such that holes 

could still flow into the quantum wells, while keeping electrons inside the quantum 

wells [8]. The removal of an SCH all together can remove the need for an electron 

blocking layer. The waveguide height would need to be reduced in order to maintain 

the 3-5% quantum well confinement factor for this epitaxial layer structure to ~500 

nm. As an added benefit, the silicon confinement factor would increase to 70% 

leading to a reduction in minimum bend radius due to the reduction of slab modes 

in the III-V mesa and improved coupling to passive silicon waveguides.  

 

Figure 6-2: Device band diagram with the addition of an electron blocking layer. 

 

The thermal analysis presented in Chapter 3, indicates that the thermal performance 

of silicon evanescent lasers is currently limited by heat extraction from the active 

region, due to presence of the silicon dioxide lower cladding. Since transverse heat 
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flow directly down the device is limited by the oxide thickness, lateral heat flow 

becomes an important mode of heat extraction. Thermal shunts can be created on 

the sides of the device by etching though the silicon waveguide layer and the lower 

cladding layer and filling the void with materials with higher thermal conductivity 

such as metal or polycrystalline silicon. Thick metals from the p-mesa or n-layer of 

the device are used to thermally connect the device to the substrate. The lateral 

heat flow from the active region to the substrate for these various shunt 

configurations are shown in Figure 6-3. The use of thermal shunts should 

substantially reduce the thermal impedance of the device, extending the maximum 

operating temperature of silicon evanescent lasers.            

Figure 6-3: Metal thermal shunts and poly silicon thermal shunts. The path of heat transfer 

from the active region to the substrate are denoted with red arrows.   

 

Wafer bonding III-V structures onto silicon can be viewed as being equivalent to a 

photonic integrated circuit on III-Vs utilizing a single re-growth to create 2 bandgap 

regions: large band gap transparent passive regions and small band gap light 

emitting active regions. Many advanced photonic integrated circuits, such as 

wavelength converters and integrated electro absorption modulator (EAM) sampled 
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grating (SG) DBR lasers, utilize three band-gap regions; large band gap transparent 

passive regions, small band gap light emitting active regions, and mid band gap 

electro-absorption or phase shifting regions. Although phase shifting regions can be 

achieved through carrier injection in silicon waveguide regions, it is desirable to 

realize a second III-V epitaxial layer transfer to the silicon waveguides. The 

introduction of a second III-V epitaxial layer can be done by either selectively 

changing the quantum well states across the wafer through quantum well 

intermixing [9], or by conducting non-planar wafer bonding techniques [10].  

Finally, the unique characteristics of the silicon evanescent platform provides a 

design space where low loss silicon waveguides and high gain III-V materials can be 

used together and should be explored in order to realize devices that could not exist 

in each material system alone. For example, integrated mode locked lasers with 

passive regions and active regions have a maximum cavity size due to round trip 

losses associated with the loss of the passive region. Since the loss of silicon passive 

waveguides are much lower than their InP based counterparts, ultra long cavities (~ 

meters) can be realized to produce integrated mode-locked lasers with repetition 

rates that are shorter than anything ever reported (~ 100 MHz and lower).               

Although there is still much research and development to be done in the area of 

silicon evanescent lasers, the work presented in this dissertation serves as an 

important step towards achieving photonic integration on silicon by not only 
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providing a manufacturable way to integrate compound semiconductors in silicon to 

create hybrid lasers, but also by developing a few types of lasers with characteristics 

that can be used in a large range of applications.  
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Appendix A –  

A.1 - Electrically Pumped SEL Process Follower  

1 Plasma Assisted Bonding and InP Substrate Removal    

 1.1 Use 8mm squares      

  SOI size -     

  III-V active epi size -     

 1.2 Rinse both pieces in ACE/ISO/DI (2X/1X/1x)    

   SOI in ultrasonic. III-V in gentle rinse     

 1.3 Swab both pieces in Tergitol using 20 strokes in each direction  

 1.4 Rinse both pieces in DI      

1.5 Inspect and repeat 1.3-5 until no surface particles are present   

1.6 Descum - place both samples in PECVD descum for 1 minute at 

 100W/0.3torr      

1.7 Silicon native oxide removal - Place SOI samples in Buffered HF   

  Dip time:  _________   Rate~ 100nm/min  

1.8 III-V (InGaAs) cap layer removal -      

 H20:H202:H3PO4 (38:1:1)       

  Etch time: 5 min _________     

  rate ~ .1 um/min     

1.9 Rinse III-V in DI       

1.10 III-V Surface treatment (oxide removal) in NH4OH   

    Dip time: 1 min _________    

1.11 Rinse III-V in DI       

1.12 Rinse SOI in DI      

1.13 Inspect and clean in tergitol/DI until no surface particles are present 

1.13a Ozone Treatment for 15 minutes      

1.14 02 Precoat RIE 5 chamber      

  02: sccm _______  50 sccm 55 mT  

  RF power: _______  300W   

  Time: 10 min ______     

1.15 02 Plasma treat SOI and III-V surfaces in RIE 5    

  

  02: sccm _______  26 sccm 15mT  

  RF: power _______  39W   

  Time: sec ______  45s   

1.16 Dip both pieces in DI       

1.17 Dry both pieces with N2 and perform physical bond    

1.18 Perform strong bond      

  Bond pressure: _________     

  Bond temperature: 300C _________     

  Bond time: 12 hr __________     

1.19 Mount Bonded sample on SI carrier with crystal bond   
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1.20 Place in HCL:H2O (3:1) until bubbling stops (~ 1 to 1.5 hour), keep an eye on 

the sample after 50min      

  Etch time:     

2 SiN Hard Mask deposition for thin mesa etch      

2.1 DI Rinse & Dehydration Bake (115C 2 min)     

  Rinse time: 2 min _____     

2.2 PECVD Nitride deposition      

  Chamber clean (w/o sample):  30 min ______    

  Nitride thickness: 1500 A ______     

2.3 DI Rinse & Dehydration Bake (115C 2 min)     

  Rinse time: 2 min _____     

2.4 PECVD Nitride deposition      

  Nitride thickness: 1500 A ______     

3 PATTERN SiN FOR MESA ETCH      

3.1 Acetone/Iso/N2 Clean, O2 descum 30 seconds     

3.2 Bake/Spin HMDS      

  2min _______  110C______     

  1 min ______  5K rpm   

3.3 Spin/Bake 4330 (positive)      

  Spin speed: 5K _____   Spin time 1 min 

  Bake Temp: 95C _______   Bake time: 1 min 

3.4 Edge bead removal      

  Razor blade method, Or edge bead removal pattern  

  If pattern, use 90 seconds expose time & develop in   

  AZ400:Di 1:4  

3.5 Align '16 micron mesa' pattern from 'Epump2' mask set AZ400K:DI  1:4 

  Expose time for old SUSS contact aligner: 25" _____  

  OR Expose time for new MA6 SUSS: 17" _____   

  Develop time: 1' _____     

3.6 O2 descum 300 mT/100W      

  Descum time: 20" ______     

3.7 Dektak resist height      

  Resist height: _______     

3.8 CF4 etch 300mT/100W      

  Etch time: 4 min. ______ (SiN etchrate is ~ 750 A/min)   

3.9 O2 descum 300 mT/100W      

  Descum time: 20" ______     

3.10 Strip PR in 80C 1165, heat 1165 BEFORE placing sample in container  

  (~10min) 

3.11 Rinse in ISO/Di      

       

4 RIE2 ETCH FOR MESA to quaternary region      

4.1 O2 Chamber clean (w/o sample)      

  O2: 20 sccm _____     

  Pressure: 125 mT _____     
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  Voltage: 500 V _____     

  Time: 30' _____     

4.2 MHA Precoat (w/o sample)      

  CH4: 4 sccm _____     

  H: 20 sccm _____     

  Ar: 10 sccm _____     

  Pressure: 75 mT _____     

  Voltage: 500 V _____     

  Time: 20' _____     

4.3 Load sample      

4.4 MHA Etch      

  CH4: 4 sccm _____     

  H: 20 sccm _____     

  Ar: 10 sccm _____     

  Pressure: 75 mT _____     

  Voltage: 500 V _____     

  Time: check log book ______     

  Monitor with Laser 

4.5 O2 Sample clean      

  O2: 20 sccm _____     

  Voltage: 300 V _____     

  Time: 11' ______     

4.6 Dektak etch depth      

  Depth: ~19000 A (including SiN) ______       

       

5 WET ETCH FOR MESA/BOTTOM N-METAL      

5.1 Remove AlInGaAs active layer      

  AlInAs/AlInGaAs etch time (1:5:15 H3PO4:H2O2:H2O):  

  1 min ______ (look for color change)     

5.2 Dektak etch depth      

  Depth: ~22960 A (including SiN) ______     

       

6 BOTTOM N-METAL DEFINITION      

 6.1 Sample Solvent Clean: Ace (2min), methanol (1min), O2 descum 30 seconds

 6.2 Sample Dehydration bake:       

   110C _______     

   1 min _______     

 6.3 Spin on SF-11 Resist (~1.5um)    

   Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s 

   4000rpm _______     

   30seconds ______     

 6.4 Pre-Exposure-Bake:      

   200C     

   1 min _______     

6.5 Spin on SF-11 Resist (~1.5um)    
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  Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s 

  4000rpm _______     

  30seconds ______     

6.6 Pre-Exposure-Bake:      

  200C     

  2 min _______  Let cool before next step   

6.7 Spin on AZ5214 Resist (negative)      

  4000rpm _______     

  30seconds ______     

6.8 Pre-Exposure-Bake:      

  95C _________     

  2 min _______     

6.9 Edge bead removal      

  Razor blade method, Or edge bead removal pattern  

  If pattern, use 90 seconds expose time & develop in AZ400:Di 1:  

6.10 Expose with 'N metal'  mask      

  Expose time for old SUSS: 9" _____   

 Expose time for new MA6 SUSS: 7" _____ 

6.11 Post-Exposure-Bake:      

  110C _________     

  1 min _______     

6.12 Flood expose      

  1 min _______     

6.13 Develop the Resist: using diluted AZ-400K developer (dilution ratio of 1:4)

      

  40 seconds _________     

6.14 Post- Development Bake      

  110C _________     

  1 min _______     

6.15 1st Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     

6.16 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  70 seconds__________     

6.17 2nd Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     

6.18 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  70 seconds__________     

6.19 3rd Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     

6.20 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  60 seconds__________     

6.21 O2 plasma resist residue descum      
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  300 mT _______     

  100 W _______     

  30s _______     

6.22 Remove surface oxide:      

  Rinse in HF:H20 (1:10) 30 sec__________   

  Rinse in H20 1 min_____________     

6.23 Load into e-beam 3 and deposit Ni;Ge;Au;Ni;Au   

 (50A;200A;200A;200A;10000A)      

  Ni: _____     

  Ge:     

  Au: _____     

  Ni: _____     

  Au: _____     

6.24 Lift off in 1165 80C. Rinse in ISO.  

  O2 descum in necessary to remove resist residue   

       

7 Nitride Removal      

7.1 Rinse in ACE/ISO/Di      

7.2 O2 descum at 300mT/100W      

  Descum time: 1" ______     

7.3 CF4 etch 300mT/100W      

  Etch time: 4 min. ______     

8 Thin mesa P metal deposition      

8.1 Sample Solvent Clean: Ace (2min), methanol (1min), Di, O2 descum 30 sec 

8.2 Sample Dehydration bake:       

  110C _______     

  1 min _______     

8.3 Spin on SF-11 Resist (~1.5um)    

  Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s 

  4000rpm _______     

  30seconds ______     

8.4 Pre-Exposure-Bake:      

  200C     

  1 min _______     

8.5 Spin on SF-11 Resist (~1.5um)    

  Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s 

  4000rpm _______     

  30seconds ______     

8.6 Pre-Exposure-Bake:      

  200C     

  2 min _______     

8.7 Spin on AZ5214 Resist (negative)      

  4000rpm _______     

  30seconds ______     

8.8 Pre-Exposure-Bake:      
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  95C _________     

  2 min _______     

8.9 Edge bead removal      

  Razor blade method, Or edge bead removal pattern   

  If pattern, use 90 seconds expose time & develop in AZ400:Di 1:4 

8.10 Expose with 'p metal mask'      

  Expose time for old SUSS: 9" _____    

  Expose time for new MA6 SUSS: 7" _____ 

8.11 Post-Exposure-Bake:      

  110C _________     

  1 min _______     

8.12 Flood expose      

  1 min _______     

8.13 Develop the Resist: using diluted AZ-400K developer (dilution ratio of 1:4)

  40 seconds _________     

8.14 Post- Development Bake      

  110C _________     

  1 min _______     

8.15 1st Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     

8.16 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  70 seconds__________     

8.17 2nd Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     

8.18 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  70 seconds__________     

8.19 2nd Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     

8.20 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  60 seconds__________     

8.21 O2 plasma resist residue descum      

  300 mT _______     

  100 W _______     

  30 s_______     

8.22 Remove surface oxide:      

  Rinse in HF:H20 (1:10) 30 sec__________   

  Rinse in H20 1 min_____________     

8.23 Load into e-beam 3 and deposit Pd;Ti;Pd:Au(30A;170A;170A;15000A) 

  Pd: _____     

  Ti: ______     

  Pd: _____     

  Au: _____     
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8.20 Lift off in 1165 80C. Rinse in ISO/Di.  

  O2 descum in necessary to remove resist residue   

 8.21 Strip Anneal      

  Open Forming Gas (behind HF bench)     

  load sample     

  pump down to 1mTorr - adjust gas flow     

  set temperature to 320C Make sure this is the correct temp based 

  on optimisation.      

  Anneal for 30 sec     

  Once it starts set the temperature to 0     

  Do not release until 20 sec into annealing   

       

9 SiN Hard Mask deposition for proton implant surface protection  

 9.1 DI Rinse & Dehydration Bake (115C 2 min)    

 Rinse time: 2 min _____     

 9.2 PECVD Nitride deposition      

  Chamber clean (w/o sample):  30 min ______    

 Nitride thickness: 1500 A ______     

 9.3 DI Rinse & Dehydration Bake (115C 2 min)    

 Rinse time: 2 min _____     

 9.4 PECVD Nitride deposition      

  Nitride thickness: 1500 A ______     

10 Proton implantation Mask       

 10.1 Sample Solvent Clean:  

   Ace (2min), methanol (1min), Di, O2 descum 30 sec 

 10.2 Sample Dehydration bake:       

   110C _______     

   1 min _______     

 10.3 Spin/bake SF11 - remove edge bead w/ razor blade   

   Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and  

    very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s 

    Spin speed: 4K ______     

  Spin time: 30'' _______     

  Bake temperature: 200C ______    

  Bake time: 1' ______     

10.4 Spin/bake SF11 - remove edge bead w/ razor blade   

  Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and  

   very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s 

  Spin speed: 4K ______     

  Spin time: 30'' _______     

  Bake temperature: 200C ______    

 Bake time: 1' ______     

10.5 Spin/bake SF11 - remove edge bead w/ razor blade   

 Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and  
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  very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s    

 Spin speed: 4K ______     

  Spin time: 30'' _______      

 Bake temperature: 200C ______    

 Bake time: 2' ______     

10.6 Spin on AZ5214 Resist (negative)     

 4000rpm _______     

  30seconds ______     

10.7 Pre-Exposure-Bake:      

  95C _________     

  2 min _______     

10.8 Edge bead removal      

  Razor blade method, Or edge bead removal pattern  

 If pattern, use 90 seconds expose time & develop in   

 AZ400:Di 1:4     

10.9 Expose 'p mesa' (same mask as the first litho, but negative resist) 

 9 seconds ___     

10.10 Post-Exposure-Bake:      

  110C _________     

  1 min _______     

10.11 Flood expose      

  1 min _______     

10.12 Develop the Resist: using diluted AZ-400K developer  

  (dilution ratio of 1:4)      

  40 seconds _________     

10.13 Post- Development Bake      

  110C _________     

  1 min _______     

10.14 O2 descum at 300mT/100W      

  Descum time: 10" ______     

10.15 Deep UV expose      

  Expose time: 300" (with spin) ______    

10.16 Develop in SAL101 and DI rinse      

  Develop time: 70" ______     

10.17 Deep UV expose (2nd time)      

  Expose time: 300" (with spin) ______    

10.18 Develop in SAL101 and DI rinse      

  Develop time: 70" ______     

10.19 Deep UV expose (3rd time)      

  Expose time: 300" (with spin) ______    

10.20 Develop in SAL101 and DI rinse      

  Develop time: 70" ______     

10.21 Deep UV expose (4th time)      

  Expose time: 300" (with spin) ______     

10.22 Develop in SAL101 and DI rinse      
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  Develop time: 60" ______     

10.23 Send out to KROKO for implantation      

       

11 Strip Proton resist and SiN Hard Mask deposition for p metal isolation   

11.1 PR removal in 1165 80C. Rinse in ISO/Di.  

 O2 descum in necessary to remove resist residue    

11.2 DI Rinse & Dehydration Bake (115C 2 min)    

  

  Rinse time: 2 min _____     

11.3 PECVD Nitride deposition      

  Chamber clean (w/o sample):  30 min ______   

  

  Nitride thickness: 1500 A ______     

12 SiN P metal isolation layer patterning      

 12.1 Sample Solvent Clean: Ace (2min), methanol (1min)    

12.2 DI Rinse      

  Rinse time: 2 min _____     

12.3 O2 Descum 30 seconds      

12.4 Dehydration bake 110 C 2 min      

12.5 Spin/Bake 4330 (positive)      

  Spin speed: 5K _____     

  Bake time: 1 min ______     

12.6 Edge bead removal      

  Razor blade method, Or edge bead removal pattern  

  If pattern, use 90 seconds expose time & develop in AZ400:Di 1:4 

12.7 Align 'SiO2' pattern from mask      

  Expose time for old SUSS contact aligner: 25" _____  

  OR Expose time for new MA6 SUSS: 17" _____   

  Develop 1 min AZ 400: 1:4     

12.8 O2 descum 300 mT/100W      

  Descum time: 20" ______     

12.9 Dektak resist height      

  Resist height: _______     

12.10 CF4 etch       

  Etch time: 6 min. ______     

12.11 O2 descum 300 mT/100W      

  Descum time: 20" ______     

12.12 Strip PR in 80C 1165      

12.13 Rinse in Iso/Di      

 

13 P probe pad metal deposition      

13.1 Rinse in ACE/ISO/Di      

13.2 O2 descum at 300mT/100W      

  Descum time: 30 Sec ______     

13.3 Sample Dehydration bake:       
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  200C _______     

  1 min _______     

13.4 Spin/bake SF11 - remove edge bead w/ razor blade   

  Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s 

  Spin speed: 4K ______     

  Spin time: 30'' _______     

  Bake temperature: 200C ______     

  Bake time: 1' ______     

13.5 Spin/bake SF11 - remove edge bead w/ razor blade   

  Use blue tape, lots of sf11, and very fast ramp rate ~ 6000rpm/s 

  Spin speed: 4K ______     

  Spin time: 30'' _______     

  Bake temperature: 200C ______     

  Bake time: 2' ______     

13.6 Spin on AZ5214 Resist (negative)      

  4000rpm _______     

  30seconds ______     

13.7 Pre-Exposure-Bake:      

  95C _________     

  2 min _______     

13.8 Edge bead removal      

  Razor blade method, Or edge bead removal pattern  

  If pattern, use 90 seconds expose time & develop in AZ400:Di 1:4 

13.9 Expose with probe metal' from mask      

  Expose time for old SUSS: 9" _____    

  Expose time for new MA6 SUSS: 7" _____ 

13.10 Post-Exposure-Bake:      

  110C _________     

  1 min _______     

13.11 Flood expose      

  1 min _______     

13.12 Develop the Resist: using diluted AZ-400K developer (dilution ratio of 1:4)

      

  40 seconds _________     

13.13 Post- Development Bake      

  110C _________     

  1 min _______     

13.14 1st Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     

13.15 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  70 seconds__________     

13.16 2nd Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     
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13.17 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  70 seconds__________     

13.18 3rd Deep UV expose SF-11 Resist:      

  1000W     

  300 seconds _________     

13.19 Develop SF-11 Resist: SAL101 Developer      

  60 seconds__________     

13.20 O2 plasma resist residue descum      

  300 mT _______     

  100 W _______     

  1 min _______     

13.21 Remove surface oxide:      

  Rinse in HF:H20 (1:10) 30 sec__________   

  

  Rinse in H20 1 min_____________     

13.22 Load into e-beam 1 and deposit Ti;Au (100A;15000A)   

  Ti _______  Use Angled deposition chuck   

  Au: _____     

13.23 Lift off in 1165 80C. Rinse in ISO. O2 descum in necessary to remove resist 

residue      
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